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INTRODUCTION

When It was proposed that the author undertake the development

of an original test for syphilis in the spinal fluid» the difficulties

of supply were not fully realized. This obstacle has been overeóse to

the best of our ability.

An investigation of this type ia almost invariably carried out in

a large hospital, or very near one. The clinical and laboratory evi¬

dence of each ease is examined minutely. In this manner the true

value of a reaction is determined. The new reaction my be best under

certain conditions which lead to failures with all previously known

reactions. At any rate the value of a teat should be determined by

both the laboratory and medicll staffs.

In direct contrast to the norm! state of affairs, wo were forced

to use a source of spinal fluid samples ccmo two hundred miles distant.

The samples were shipped by express and their time in transit was a

minimum of twenty-four hours. The data furnished with each sample

included only the result of the Kahn or lassenaann test and the clini¬

cal presence or absence of syphilis.

The fact that Florida does not have a medical college necessitated

visiting other libraries for a study of the literature.

Prior to 1906 (1), all but one of the leading syphilologists in

this country believed the appearance of secondary lesions to be the

only means of diagnosing the disease of syphilis. In I906, Waasers&nn,



Neisser and Bruck (2), made one of the two most important advances

in the ultimate defeat of syphilis. The other was the later discovery

of salvarsan by Ehrlich.

Although the theory that was proposed by Wassermann et al. was

not in accord with the modern work, the test itself has undergone only

minor changes since its introduction. Despite the time required to

make a Wassermann test, it is still one of the leading reactions

for the diagnosis of syphilis.
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TESTS PROPOSED BY DIFFSREKT AUTHORS
FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF SYPHILIS

In the coapleiaont fixation teat, or Whsaenrann test (2), the

mechanism ie postulated to be me follows» 1) An antibody is built

up in some concentration in the patient's system. 2} Tills antibody

sill combine with and destroy some specific part of the affecting

organism* which is called antigen. 3) In order for the antibody-anti¬

gen reaction to take place it is necessary that a reaction promoter, or

linking agent, bo presentí this agent is called complement. 4) If the

antigen be added to a sample of serum which has no complement* and then

just enough of this complement is added for that antigen to react * then

proving the presence of the unaffected complement would prove the

absence of antibody. 5) To prove the presence or absence of this

bridging material it is necessary that we have acm other reaction

which aleo requires complement. Such a reaction ie the hemolysis of

foreign blood corpuscles by the sertas of any corpuacle-tesunc animal.

6) To get ouch a system, a rabbit ie injected with the red blood cor¬

puscles of the sheep, so that his blood will contain an antibody specifie

for the hemolysis of sheep corpuscles. ?) Complement is themolabile;

that is, heating it at 56°C. will destroy it| on the other hand, anti¬

body is not so destroyed and ie called thonaoatabil®.

With these facts in mind, it ie easy to visualise the Wesesraann

Test for syphilis. Hie first step is to heat the patient's blood serum,

the cells having been removed. This heating is known as inactivation
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and is carried out in a 56°C* water bath for 30 minutes. It destroys the

patient’s complement. The second step is the addition of a known amount of

complement. This complement is secured fro» the sent» of a guinea pig, and

in reality is just the serum of that animal, titrated in such a way as to

know how much antigen it will take per unit of volume. The third step is

the addition of the antigen. The tube is then placed in a 37°C. water
bath for thirty minutes. At the samo time inactivated, corpuscle-immune

rabbit serum and a suspension of sheep cells is alto put into a tubs and

incubated. Equivalent quantities are used in this system, as determined

by titration. After both tubes have been in the incubation bath for thirty

minutes they are removed and the hemolytic system added to the antigen-

antibody tube. Incubation is again required for a length of timo equal to

the first period. At the end of this second incubation the tubs is removed

and the result read. If there is a complete lack of hemolysis then the

reaction is positive. On the other hand, a complete hemolysis indicates a

negative reaction, the complement having been unaffected. In between

these limits the amount of positivenees is estimated by the operator.

It Is obvious that several blanks must be run cn each series of tests

and that In order to be certain of the result, a known positive and nega¬

tive serum must also be included. In addition to these minor difficulties

must be stated the fact that the antigen which is specific for syphilis has

never been found. Wasseraann and his co-workers used a saline extract of

the liver of syphilitic fetus, thinking that this did contain the actual

antigen. It did not. later it was found that antigenic substances of
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equal «writ were possessed by the heart muscle of almost all mammals.

Hone of these was speciflot whether the animal had syphilis or not was

unimportant. Since the lira* of the original teat several modifications

in antigen have been the sole alterations* Wassenaann and Plant (3)

applied the complement fixation reaction to the spinal fluid with good

results» and this is the first test for syphilis using spinal fluid.

L'ichaelis (4) in 1$07, announced the first precipitation test» making

use of the some antigen as the Wassermann reaction, the patients sen»

end saline. By experiment fee found that antigen and antibody, in a salt

dilution of the proper strength, gave a visable precipitate if allowed to

incubate for several hours. In an article (5) proceeding the announce*

sent of his test, Ulehaelis proved experimentally that the Waeeenaann

reaction probably used a non-specific antigen) therefore, hie own test is

bound by the earns limit, in spite of his claims for its specificity.

In the course of the work on antigens. Forges & Staler (6), working
under the direction of Wseermann, found that pure lecithin could be used

in place of the antigen, and complement would still be fixed. Along the

earns line, was the discovery of Fleischaann (7) that cholesterol gave

even better results than lecithin. Varney (8} also made use of an anti¬

genic substance in a precipitation reaction. He found that the addition

of a few drops of If taurine to 1 cc. of the patient's sens» gave a preci¬

pitate in the same manner as the Michaelis test end did not require as

long a time of incubation. However, taurine was not effective enough to

ever be of much use? It led to too many false negative reactions.
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Format, la 1907» proposed o tost b&sod on his laboratory*s ex¬

perience that a syphilitic scrum would cause precipitation If added to

a normal scrum* Plant, Houck and Fosal (9) investigated this, and found

that any two sera, regardless of affection by syphilis, might give rise

to a precipitate. The mechanism of this reaction is not olsar, but it

may have something to do with blood types, sins# it may taka place be*

tween two normal aera*

The Aborderholden reaction was applied to the diagnosis of syphilis*

Varney and Morse (10) claimed it was specific* They noted that the

reaction did not approximate the Wassexmana reaction in usefulness. This

is a reaction depending on ensyme, or foment action* The serum of the

affected person, mixed with a substrate of protein from Spirochete

pallida, Should give rise to free amino acids by hydrolytic action*

Bronfenbromer (11) found that a pure lipoid could be used for substrate

just as well as a protein* the protein being acted on was In the serón

itself* It was also found that almost any scrum would give rise to coas

free amino acids*

Klauaner (12, 13) gave his name to the reaction which takes place on

dilution of sera with distilled water* The syphilitic sera yield a pro*

olpltate, the non-syphllitio fail to do so* It was admitted, however,

that the reaction was also positive with typhoid fever, lupus, and

pneumonia* Daranyi used the same reaction, but made the substitution of

alcohol for distilled water* Both of these tests are based on the protein

content of the serum* Krameke, In 1923» was still making use of the
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Baranyi test (14) in following the course of syphilitic treatment.

A tost of very obscur© mechanists was proposed by Sehuraan (15)*
Sonsa is diluted with 3-5 parts of physiologic salt solution and a

drop of 30£ hydrogen peroxide added* How a very dilute solution of

FeCl^ and phenol is added and the color read. Brown to black is a
positive reaction* while a green color is normal. This test is not

mentioned again ia the literature, and must have been guilty of too

many false reactions.

Independently* and using different nothods, Monne (16) and Noguchi

(17) did all they could to get the globulin contest of the spinal fluid

into the diagnostic picture. They point cut that the spinal fluid is

not encumbered by the large concentration of other materials found ia

the blood. Nona© made use of the fact that globulin is not soluble in

a solution which is half-saturated with (NH4)2 SO^. Noguchi claimed that
the addition of a 10^ solution of butyric acid showed the presence of

excess globulin much more clearly. Belts (IS) otates that a positive

Bonne reaction (also called Roso-Jones reaction and (IS^JjSO^ reaction)
is a confirmation of syphilitic diagnosis, but that a negative reaction

le not conclusive* Also that tuberculous and suppurative affections of

the meninges give positive reactions. Jonas (1$) in a study of general

paralysis (paresis) stated that» increased globulin almost invariably

occurs} that the iVaasermann antibody is associated with this globulin}

and that the excess globulin is the cause of the Bonne and Noguchi teste.

He regarded these last two tests as the best method of separating general
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nervous and syphilitic affliction».

Brelger and Hen» (20) sought to tacdlfy the «assonannn reaction by

th, .« ot KClOj «. Mm.ly.tn. In a .«end articl. (21) tMy mk, th.
statement that the active hemolytic agent is mainly in the ccopien»at

and the KClOj aetivntoo it as «ell as the use of specific rabbit serum.
While their reaction checked with the Bhoaermrm in 65 caeos, it did

not receive any favor, and is not mentioned again in the literature.

Jacobsthal (22,23) evolved an ultramicroscopio test, based on his

observations that» 1) extract of syphilitic livor shows minute, equally

sized particles; 2) syphilitic senes contains less numerous, fine,

motile partidos; 3) the addition of these two liquids give» rise to

the formation of large, irregularly shaped flakes, which are composed

of fino particles» 4) centrifugation gives a top layer with no comple¬

ment binding ability, a bottom layer with very strong complement bind¬

ing ability; 5) the formation of these flakes, and the coiaplenent bind¬

ing ability are a specific test for syphilis.

Jncobsthal adratted that the percentage of positive tests was not

as high by his method as by the Wassetmna, but stated that it was 100/'

sure on negative results. Be also stated that heart muscle and ether

artificial antigens were of no use in this reaction. It ma indicated

that the ’Maaanmrm la also 9 precipitation reaction.

Bruck and Hidaka (24) mda an investigation of the test proposed by

Jacobotbel, and in part confirmed it. They also found it was not constant

enough to be of use. However, modifications made the precipitate visible
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to the naked oye* Working at 24+°C*, and allowing the reaction 2k

hour* for completion, they found that centrifuging gave a precipitate

of maeroeoopio also* This reaction occurred with from 72 to 99?* of the

positive ifuaenum asm, and from 5/£ to 13% of the negative sera* The

preolpitate was found to differ from that of Kleusner (globulin) and

that of Forges and Mador (lecithin). While the globulin is not expected

in this reaotlon, they were most certainly getting a lipoid, adulterated

with protein. The test Is not used today, because of the long reaction

period and the non-confonaity of results.

About this samo time a reaction called the Bsllostl, or Butenko,

reaction appeared. The reaction used as reagent a 10% solution of HgHOj
with a slight excess of free Hg end a little HKOq. It was proposed
for any body fluid and Boveri (25) found that it gave negative remite

with some 15 sera from afflicted patients. Stern (26) aleo checked

this reaction and found it hod no specificity with the urine.

¿abb&tini, in 1911. reported on the method of Rivalta (27)* The

method le to put equal volumes of spinal fluid and very dilute HagCO^
solution into a tube and then pour down the tide several drops of 2%

acotio aoid. In 1 to 5 minutes the appearance of a white ring shows a

positive reaction. There are positive results in paralysis, tabes, eto.,

and the results are claimed parallel to those with the Sonne, Noguchi,

and Wassomann reactions. This reaotlon may be as good as that of Hoaao

and Noguohi, but it would probably not parallel the Hfassenoann. It is
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roí reported again in tho literature.

Hoguohi, a tireless Investigator* next looked into the possibility

of an extract made frost a pure culture of 2. pallida (28). He used this

in a skin test, both with rabbits and sen. A well narked inflammation

developed when the extract vas used after the Injection of the anísale

with either a live or killed culture. i?o reaction was obtained in

rabbits suffering active orchitis of syphilitic origin* or in rabbits in

which this condition had been cured four months previously. In man it

was found that ike reaction was positive in tertiary and congenital* but

not in lc or 2C syphilis. If there «as any reaction at all in the pri¬

mary and secondary caaes* it was very weak. ifenu-Suscel* Alexandreecu

and Friedmann (29) found that this reaction was a true confirmation, if

positive* but when negative had no special significance.

Pcpcff (30) made the observation that the senas of man is hemolytic

toward the red corpuscles of the guinea pig, and that inside certain

limits tliis property is constant. He studied a series of diseases, and

found that the hemolytic value of serum was altered only in syphilis. In

this case the syphilis, by producing freo lipoids in the blood, apparently

tied up a great deal of the complement, and this hindered the homolytic

action. Ho found also that a great deal of the hemolytic value of a serum

vas dependent on its complement content. fell-Kafka is the name given to

a diagnostic test depending on this loss of hemolytic power, ^eil and

Kafka (31} found that in the apinal fluid there was almost a total loss

of complement during syphilis, and a normal level was maintained in
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meningitis. They only advised the use of each a teat in the epical

fluid. Morions (32) found that there «as no parallel between tide test

and the albumin content, but he does not mention the amount of globulin»

the more Important factor. Thia test is not mentioned again in the

literature, but It is used as the basis of several other works» notably

the Hecht-Gradwohl test and ite modifications.

Lange published the results of his work in 1912 (33). By deductive

reasoning he worked out one of the most important tests applied to

spinal fluid» even today. It was an entirely new reaction and came as a

result of his observing that all eerodiagnostic tests to that time were

based on colloid properties of liquids. Since one of the best methods

for the investigation of colloidal solutions was the gold number of

Zsigmondy, he applied this technique* The method Lange used van to make

dilutions of the fluid being investigated and add them to tubes containing

a solution of colloidal gold. If the gold was unaltered the reaction was

negative. When 10 dilutions were used erase would react and some fail.

Graphing those results gave curves, and it is in the interpretation of

these curves that the differential diagnosis of the varied manifesta¬

tions of neural syphilis lisa* Kafka (34) confirmed the work of Lange,

and Kryle, Brandt and Krns (35) nade this eramaent on it* ” The test

(Lange) runs parallel to the globulin content» but is independent of it.

It appears when other fail* and just as well my fail when others appear•"

Glascoe and Scrum (36) did some work on the sol itself and found that the

sensitivity decreased with increasing pH and increased with the else of
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the particle»*

Epeteln and Paul randa sotso comments (37) on the theory of eyphille

aorodiagnoeia, and in effect «aid that all tóete are baaed on electric

charge» change» in surface tension» adsorption and coagulation. They

further add that the alteration of chemical structure of raacion sub¬

stances* or the formation of new compounds hardly entere into tí»

problem. Whether thle can be accepted at its face value or not is a

natter of debate.

While no record of the original work on the Hermann-Perots reaction

is found is our literature, it le a reaction using the sodium salt of

glycocholie acid with added cholesterol ae antigen. Zadek (38} found

this to be a non-specific reaction where there were the following affec¬

tions present* pulmonary tuberculosis, eclampsia, carcinoma, typhoid,

sepsis and uremia, when testing oenea 5 and when testing the spinal fluid

urania and aclaméis interferred. A large number of controls gave 74.4*

positive Wfissenannn reactions and 8positive Henmnn-Peruts reactions.

In connection with this test v. ^Hermann (39) states that it is not

positive with tabes or paresis, but only with true syphilis. V&ny such

substances as the glycocholatcs have been used as antigens in precipita¬

tion reactions, but none of them have been successful.

At this timo a comparison of the various teats and their indications

was published by Wile and Stokes (40). Their deduction is that the

c«asonest indication of neural involvement is increased globulin and

albumin, the positive Wassenoinn reaction and lymphocytosis, in the
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order given.

Kolmer (41) gives us n record of the reactions of Landau. The

first method was to overlay scrura or fluid tilth paraffin oil, contain¬

ing iodine, the second ana to put the iodine ir. CCl^ solution and run

this under the liquid in question. It was claimed that in either case

a syphilitic affection gave the liquid the power to decolorise the

iodine. It was found by Koltaor that this was a very poor method,

giving far too many false positive reactions. Bronfenbrenner aw! Rock-

man (42) found this gave 30,1 false positives and only fi$)t positive
reactions with syphilitic controls,

Gordon (43) proposed a test using %C12 in a dilute solution (1*100).
Tho sera or fluids vare placed In tubes and a few drops of the reagent

poured into them. With a positive liquid a cloudiness appeared, with

the normal a clear solution resulted. Woichbrodt later modified this

test and used it for the detection of globulin increase. Krebs (44)
found that the aaaiaum globulin precipitation in this tsat occurred at

an albumin percentage of C.25. This is not a common test in this country,

but should bo as good as tho Nonas or Noguchi method.

v, Dungern (45) proposed a tact involving the use of a solution of

indigo, sulfuric acid and Foiling solution B in the proper proportions.

When added to serum a completo gel resulted if syphilis were present.

The observation me aleo made that tuberculosis of t5«j bone might cause

a false positive, as this condition leads to Increased protein, just as

syphilis does.
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Hecht (46) worked out an antigen for use in both a precipitation

reaction and Wassons»nn reaction. When diluted for the precipitation

reaction it wae turbid, but allowed the passage of light. The nenas

and ccEtplomnt were mixed before addition of the antigen and allowed to

react for a tints. After the addition of antigen the tubes were incubated

for eight hours. A positive reaction was shown by the foraation of a

heavy precipitate; in a negative the antigen emulsion resained unchanged.

Hecht-Gradwohl is the muse given a reaction first proposed by Grad-

wohl (47) in 1914, It «as a heraolyain reaction and was modified by Bruce

(4E) four years lator. It is applicable in about 98$ of the patients

tested, the others not having sufficient hesaolytic power in their senas.

In the first place the hesaolytic index of the patients sen» is found*

The units of the hemolytic index are volume of standard sheep cell sus¬

pension heiaolyxed psr unit volume of sema. Mow l/2 this amount of sheep

cells is added to a mixture of Hoguchi antigen and sen». The tube is

incubated at 37°C. for an hour. If the reaction is negative, hemolysis

is usually templets at the end of this time. The tubes are kept over¬

night in the icebox and read the following morning,

Emanuel (49), finding the gold sol of Lange hard to prepare in a

reproducible Manner, proposed the use of a colloidal solution of gum

mstic. Five tubes were set up with the colloid and to the first four

were added graduated amounts of spinal fluid, the fifth receiving only

distilled water* If the reaction was positive the mastic in all five

tubes precipitated, if negativo only that in the blank precipitated.
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In 1917» Cutting (50) noted that the salt solution (spinel fluid) in
a negative reaction did not allow the gum mastic to precipitate. In

order for the blank to remin a colloidal solution, he found that the

efficacy of the test was not altered by the addition of 1 co, of 0.5$

KgCCh solution to each 99 cc, of the mastic made up In alcohol. The

KgCO^ did, however, keep the blank from precipitating.
In 1930, Hoaenfeld (51) proposed a change in the mastic test in

order that curves similar to these of the gold sol test would result.

He prepared tí» colloidal solution fro» buffered í&Cl solution, pR 7*5»

and an alcoholic bass solution of mastic. In this manner lie claimed to

have a reproducible solution and to get curves which wars of more use

than those in the Lange test, Brandt (52) was still not satisfied with

the sensitivity of the mastic test. He found that the speed of mixing

had mors te do with sensitivity and reproduction of the test than was

usually assumed. His test is run in the following manner. A series of

tubes containing the etnas amount of mastis is set up, ami as rapidly as

possible graduated amounts of water are added. After setting for a

while each tube is nade to the same volume with more water. Once the

particle else is determined by the original addition of water, more water

does not change it. In this way a reproducible colloid of the same sen¬

sitivity is always obtainable. In a period of 14 years some 70,000 tests

were run by this method. Since the normal and syphilitic curve both

depend on the globuliryfobumin ratio, there can never be a colloid reaction

which differentiates syphilitic from non-syphilitic, if the globulin goes
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to the asm level. There can not poaaibly he a safety sons, as seas

authors oíala, but always a gradation fresa non-ayphilitie to syphilitic.

Pfeiffer, Kober and Field (53) sede an investigation of th# pro¬

teins in the spinal fluid, using nepholosaatry for their determinations.

They found that if the normal value for euglobulin «as token as 0.004JÍ,
then fluids giving a positive Ifesaermrm test -sent over this value in

14 out of 16 casca, and negative fluids were under it in 33 out of 35

cases. They also admitted that in two of these disagreeing eases their

measurements were doubtful. It is concluded that the euglobulin con¬

tent and the Wasseraann test are closely related.

As a test for pathogenicity, Hofftean and Schwarts proposed the

ue© of the permanganate number (54). This is the number of cc. of 0.1*1

KHn04 reduced by 1 cc. of the spinal fluid. Genoese (55) found that
this reaction was also capable of being carried out with methylene blue,

íke everlayed 1 cc, of the fluid with 1 cc. of reagent and the yellow

color at the Interface, followed by the whole liquide becoming yellow

after shaking, was supposed to denote a pathologic fluid. Bovori,

after who® th© permanganate reaction is named, found that this was in

reality a test for albumin (56), and that 1 cc. of spinal fluid should

not decolorise 1 cc# of ltlO,COO KKnO^, Gulllain and Libert (57) also
report that hyperalbusainoois always gives a positive permanganate test.

Lowery (56) found that neither tho permanganate nor the mastic teet was

of sufficient value for the routine examination of spinal fluid. His

work was dono prior to 1$1?# and while tfc© permanganate test is not used,

as ho advisee, the mastic test is being used acre and more.
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Sach and Georgl (59) proposed the test bearing their moos in

1916. They ande use of an alcoholic extract of heart tissue» to which

was added cholesterol. This antigen was mixed with the serum (inacti¬

vated) and allowed to stand 18 to 24 horn's, after a short incubation at

3?°C. Flocculation wee a positive reaction. This is one of the most

important forerunners of the modem Kahn reaction, and in fact the

faults in it are responsible for Kahn starting his research. In the

some manner# the work of Heinicks is just as responsible.

i’einieke (60,61) mete use of a physical-chemical reaction for the

diagnosis of syphilis. The reaction was found to depend on the fact

that a mixture of lipoids (the antigen) and syphilitic antibodies fora

a precipitate, and that this precipitate is insoluble is salt solution.

To 0,2 cc. of the inactivated senes is added 1 cc. of the lipoldal

antigen (made of human heart extract), the tube is then incubated for

20 hours at 37°c« After the incubation the precipitate is shaken and

1 cc, of 2*‘ JfoCl solution is added. If the precipitate is insoluble,

the reaction is positive. Fr. Reichert (62) found this reaction, after

its third modification, was still not applicable to the spinal fluid,

the precipitated Material, if any, not being vieible. The various Modi¬

fications made in this reaction by Heinleke were not able to increase

its usefulness, ami in 1922 he announced a new reaction, the Jfoinleke

turbidity reaction (li.T.R. or Helnieke II), The antigen used in this

U,T,R, (63) was designed to make the reaction clearer, and to do away

with the addition of the salt solution at the end. To the lipoldal
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extract, balsa» of tolu me added, and then the turbid emulsion placed

in tubes with the inactive serna. If the reaction were positive, the

turbidity Increased, end «mil floccules appeared. Although the H.T.R*

only required eos» eight hours to go to completion, even Heinicke

admitted that it was not ns good for diagnostic work aa hie original

method.

Still searching for a better method, Keinicke (64) propoeed the

Welnicko Clearing Reaction (H.K.R. from ti» German, or Keinleke III

reaction) in 1929. In this reaction he made use of a beef heart, lipoid

antigon and added three times as much tolu balsam as in the U.T.R.

Just prior to use, the extract of beef heart and the baleara are heated

to 45°C, and 1C volumes of IfeCl solution at the samo temperature

are added, rapid mixing being essential, «hen the mixture cools to 37°C«*
active serum la added, A positive serum results in a precipitation of

the colloid, leaving a clear solution. The colloid is not changed by

a negative, non-syphilitic sen»». This last test of Heinicke is apparent¬

ly his boot, but it is not used in this country to any extent.

£lling©r (65,66) tried a patented germicidal colloid of silver for

studying the spinal fluid. The preparation, Collargol, is made by a

secret patent process, but Alekseovski (67) prepared a duplicate material.

He ms engaged in breaking Goman patents for the Russian government.

He suggests that the final solution is not a colloid at all, but a mix¬

ture of complex silver salts of the amine acids in a dispersed state.

Rubeling (68) in 1938, ten years after Ellinger, published what he called
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a new reaction for spinal finid, twine Collargol and HC1. The reac¬

tion is based on the fact that the protected silver chloride of the

collargol is precipitated by the addition of spinal fluid rich in glo¬

bulin. Hermann (69) states that the basis of the gold sol and collar-

gol reactions are different, and that for this reason differential

diagnosis should be possible tanking use of both reactions. Since both

are dependent on the globulin content of the fluid, the truth of this

statement is not apparent.

In 1?19, 3t«infield (?0) found that the action of spinal fluid on

a suspension of FbC^ depended on whether it xme pathologic, or not. lie
found that nomal fluid had no effect on the suspension, but that fluid

fro® a syphilitic source gave varying amounts of agglutination and floc¬

culation. fío further report on this work is found.

Ouillain, Laroche and Leohe11a (71) introduced the use of bensoin

as a colloid substitute for gold in tb© Lange test. Their tost is

similar to the first mastic test of Immanuel. They make the statement

that the results are not in accord with the albumin or cell count of the

fluid. Since the globulin ie the determining factor in this type of

reaction, such a statement is not too important} however, the cell count

should be higher in pathologic conditions than in ths normal. Wright

and Ransack (72) give an exhaustive treatment of the reaction with

bensoin, strongly advising the use of this colloid. Quart! (73) in 1928,

reports the use of gum myrrh in spinal fluid testing, but does not give
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any conclusions as to the worth of the teat. It is clear that any

colloid my be ua«d In the oxaniontion of cpiml fluid» and tiiat the

resulta «ill depend on the care with which the technique la followed.

Vemos (74*75*76*77) began work in 1917 on the diagnosis of syphilis.

At first he raid© use of a colloidal iron solution» containing Fe(CH)y
FetCjHjOg)^. The results were net good enough, so he made use of an
antigen front horse heart, which he called perethynol. Since this gave

a reaction which he could not see, he added a pig sarun-shesp coll

hemolytic ayate», for indirect reading. This test wee similar to the

Wassermnn, hurt not as good, so that in 1925 he published his last modi¬

fication, a precipitation test making use of the perethynol, inactive

aerura and an instmsent for reading the turbidity. This instrument ie a

photometer with a special seal©» designed to show pathogenicity by the

numerical reading. Cornwall (70,79) discusses these tests in detail

and praises the last modification highly for use in the following of

treatment*

hold (BO) started publishing a series of tests in 1921, but none of

them was very successful The antigen he used was similar to that of

Sachs and Osorgl and hsinicke, and diluted It10 with salt solution prior

to use. The serum was then added to this opalescent solution and incu¬

bation carried out for two hours at 37°C. After another two hour® at

room temperature the result was road. If the solution was still in its

original state, the result was negative! if turbidity developed, then

the reaction was positive. Qtreaspel (81) found this reaction lees
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sensitive than either the flachs-Georgi or the Ifeinieke III) he found it

gave false negative results*

Bold (82) found that formlin enhanced the reactivity of sema»

especially syphilitic» and in 1922 made a simplification of his original

test, using formaldehyde, antigen and serum. In order to read this test

it was still necessary for the incubation to go on two hours and the tubes

wore read after 2 and 22 hours in the icebox. In line with this was the

formaldehyde-gel test proposed around this timo by Cate and Papaccsta.

Johnston (83) made an investigation of this test and found it mas never

to bo used with any surety. The technique is to add a drop of formlin

to 1 cc, of blood serum. The tubes are allowed to stand 48 hours and then

examined for coagulation. In 100 cases it «as positive in 23, the Wasser-

raann in 27. There was agreeaent in 11 of these, all the others conflict¬

ing. Considering thio, perhaps the addition of formalin to the Bold

technique was a mistake, loading to erroneous results,

Dreyer and «ard, in 1921 (84), published a test which is in use in

England today. A eholeeterinised antigen of beef heart extract ia prepared

and two dilutions «ade of it. iline dilutions of the oerus are then rand©

up and five added to the stronger antigen dilution, four to the weaker.

After a short incubation the turbidity in each tube is read by moans of a

special agglutinoscope. The results are expressed in standardized Sita»

units. The necessity of using a special instrument keeps this reaction,

just as It does the Vernos reaction, in a limited field.

The Berxheimr reaction (85, 86, 87), or provocative teat, was first
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referred to as a ekln test* If a skin dose of neoaraphenaa&ne ms

administered, several sen made the claim that it had the same action as

tuberculin. This ms found to bo a falso assumption, and the reaction

is no® defined as the aggravation of pathologic processes following anti¬

syphilitic therapy. It is found, for example, that old cases with a

negative Wnsaenaann reaction may give a positive reaction after a heavy

dose of noenraphenesine. This does net often take place, and it is not

a diagnostic method. It le theraputic shock and to be avoided, according

to Hoore.

Tashiro and Levinson reported the use of a mixture of sulfo-sali-

.jrUc Mid a»4 !üsca2 in tte ¿tosmBl* of vjbiiU In th. ««brcplnnl
fluid. KaSahara (80) found this test positive with all forms of meningitic

involvement. He states it le never specific. It should be noted that

sulfo-salicylic acid la used in the quantitative estimation of albumin

(8?).
In 1922, Kahn started publishing the resulte of his research, am!

his methods (90)« However, this toot was not fully ready until 1925*

only the antigen being used before that time. Wang (91) proposed a test

using alcoholic extract of human heart at the same time. His results were

in good agreement with the Wasoenaann test, but the test never gained

any following. It land no special advantage over any of the other pre¬

cipitation reactions of that time.

Almost as soon as Kahn published directions for preparation of his

antigen, Kerrold (92, 93) mads use of it; first in e reaction with serum,
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later In one with spiral fluid* Herrold diluted the antigen It12 and

added toma fro» a pipette so as to for» two layara, A white ring in

the serum la a positive reaction. With spinal fluid, he found it neces¬

sary to concentrate the globulin fraction, using half saturation with

After removal of the liquid, the globulin was dissolved in

a snail velum of physiologic saline and then tested as above* While

the results were not too good, Kahn did not successfully run a spinal

fluid until after he ronde uoe of its concentration by this method*

Bruch (%) in 1922, returned to precipitation tests* He nade use

of a new antigen, heavy concentration of salt, and centrifugation* Hie

antigen is non-choleeteriaised extract of beef heart. Inactivated soma

(0,2 cc.) is added to 0,8 cc, of 10$ HsgSO^ solution and then 0.2 cc, of
antigen emulsion added* The tubes are centrifuged 20 sinutes. An insoluble

precipitate is positive; e negative serum also gives a precipitate, but

this goes back into solution on shaking. Teicfcmnn (95) notes that the

reaction must be run on positive and negative sera and gives tire method.

Becker (96) tested 12,000 blood specimens with this method, and found

almost perfect agreement between it and the Wassermim test.

Schwarts and Orunewald (97) wade use of colloidal silicon dioxide In

the examination of spinal fluid* A solution of S102 (0.25$) 1» used. Ten

drope of this are mixed with 1 cc. of spiral fluid, and it is noted that

luetic fluids flocculate in a few hours, or easily on heating* A second

method proposed is the dropsies addition of spiral fluid to 1 cc. of the

reagent. Fluids froa parcels, cerebral lues, and tabes flocculate in
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that order. This method was found by Kleiner to be $2^ as effective as

that of Lange* and he recommends it for rapid orientation (98)*

Helia (99) found that pathologic spinal fluid, especially luetic,

formed foam when mixed with an equal volume of beneene or toluene. This

is presented as evidence of the colloidal change in the spinal fluid

during disease.

An investigation of the passage of Uranin (the sodium salt of flúores*

coin) into the spinal fluid, following its injection, or ingestion, was

made by ¿enroll (100). It ws found that the color of the spinal fluid

was related in some of the cases to the pathology, in others there was no

correlation.

In 1921 Kahn (101) published an article on the effect of heat on the

reactivity of antibodies. At this time he apparently found that heat had

a deleterious effect. At 5&°C, he found a loss of $f. in strong positive

sera, and $0?. in weak positives. He also stated that in a great many cases

complete destruction resulted fro» heating to 62°C. In his book (102)
Kahn reports that heat lias an enhancing value, helping to promote the

reaction of sera. He explains all the reasoning that he and his co-work¬

ers lave used la the development of the Kahn test* In the flret place a

concentrated antigen is used to give better reactions with weakly positive

sera. Secondly, this antigen is made into an unstable emulsión, the more

unstable this is, the faster it reacts* in the third place shaking of the

antigen emulsion and the sertas is introduced, since this also speeds the

reaction. Salt solution is added because Kahn found the proper concentration
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of NaCl aided the reaction* Cholesterol is used as a sensitizing agent.

Inactive serum is used, since heating the serum increases its reactivity.

Used on spinal fluid, the reaction is carried out as follows. The

fluid is inactivated, and then mixed with 2/3 its volume of saturated

(NH^)230^ solution and allowed to set 1 hour. The tubes aro then cen¬
trifuged and the supernatant liquid poured off, leaving the globulin.

To this globulin is added l/lG tho volm? of the original fluid of physio¬

logic salt solution. Thia concentrated globulin solution is divided into

three parts, two of which are used with antigen* tho third, for a blank.

The anticon ie added to physiologic salt solution, the tubes shaken and

then the globulin solution ie added. Shaking is continued for a time and

then the tubes are read, l oaitive tests ore shown by the presence of

flocculation, negative by the fact that the tubes remain opalascoot.

Epstein end Raul (103), as wo11 as others, have investigated the pre¬

cipitate, or flocculate, formed in precipitation reactions. They find

there is little evidence of any but included protein being present, and

that tho min pert is lipoid* Brack, concerning tho mechanism of these

tests, (104) states that they depend on the agglutination of finely

divided lipoid particles, this being stimulated by some constituents of

the luetic serum. Kahn, in & store modern work, (105), presents the view

that a lipoid due to the Spirochete is responsible for the production of

the globulin antibody, nnd that this globulin will then precipitate e like

lipoid, no miter whet tho source.

In 1926, several reactions were brought out. Kadisch (106)
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developed o rapid ^asaeraatm test, but this never gained any favorable

reaction frotn pathologists. Hosenfeld (107) made a study of the Influ¬

ence of spinal fluid on electrolytic precipitation of positivo and

negative sola, at a definite pH. He found that if the pH of the eplml

fluid were adjusted to 5*0, then the normal fluid would protect night-

blue against flocculation. He alee found that if there were

hyporalbuminooia, the nightblue reaction was sensitised, end that in

©eningitia the result was flocculation. 0» the cthsr hand, hyperglo-

bulinosis had an opposite effect, the nightblue being held in solution

completely, Using nightblue, Hosenfeld was able to distinguish between

meningitis and syphilis or other affections producing an excess of glo¬

bulin.

Sleeper and Welker (108) investigated the method published by Bolts.

They proved that the use of acetic anhydride or a salt of glyoxalic acid

with concentrated HgSO^ and spinal fluid was merely a test for trypto¬
phane $ that la ms an indirect test for increased protein, the amount

of reagents being such that the color did not appear in the norml and

did appear at a value just post normal,
Tnecone (109,110) advised the use of 5$ KjCrjO-y with one drop of

CCl-j-COCfl per cc. He states that with spinal fluid this solution gives
a white turbid ring ai the interface, and that this ring is more intense

and permanent with syphilitic than normal fluids. He states that the

differences in intensity and structure of the turbidity allow a differ¬

ential diagnosis. In his second paper Treceno uays that the dichromts
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reaction is the most sensitive knctm; that it positive with 92^

of children having syphilis of th© spinal chord, and that 45/' of these

children had no apparent lesione of the nervous system. Prunall had

provimmly found that CClj-CO* «o a pr.clplt.tton <*«* for «lWdn.
(111).

later Prunell (112) investigated the reaction of ?akata-£ra (113)*

This reaction is carried out with 1 cc. of spinal fluid, 1 drop of Í&2

CO^ (10/Q and 0.3 cc. of a very dilute solution of JigCl2 (G,2$f,) and
diamond fuchsln (0.0l£). It was claimed that the color nial flocculation

gave a toot for syphilis. Prunell found it indicated a pathologic con¬

dition hut not espocailly syphilis, that it probably depended on

albwiin. Staub end Jealer found this Takata-Ara reaction depended on

globulin, and was of use in diagnosis of hepatic cirrhosis. It la no

better than the gold ieet or ether tests depending on globulin (114).
In 1926, Sachs and litebsky (115) proposed the citochol reaction.

They concentrated beef heart antigen three times and then choleeterinised

it, Th© reaction is very rapid. They also investigated the possibility

of a lentochol reaction, using lecithin in place of cholesterol, but

this was not as successful*

Hinton (116) made use of an antigen emulsion which consisted of

alcoholic beef heart extract, cholesterol, glycerol and HaCl solution*

la testing spinal fluid five unheated, graduated sables are used. If

the reaction is positive there Is a clearing of the antigenic emulsion

and sedimentation. The reaction is carried out at 3?°C., and if the
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bath gats too hot, there «ill be clearing in all tubes, but no sedimen¬

tation,

duller proposed a conglobation, or conglomeration reaction in 1926,

Mayaer (11?) found this was not as good as the Wassersa&nn, Sachs-Georgl

or Kienicks tests. He applied it to 635 sera, Troutor (118) also
found that this Muller reaction gave for too many false positive reac¬

tions to bo of use unless checked by the Weeseraann method. In 1930

Muller brought out a reaction known as the K.B.R. 11 or the Muller Bel-

lungs Roaktion (119), results on 937 spinal fluids give agreement

in 683 (positive and negativo) and 39 positive reactions on ^'nsseraann

negativo fluids, 15 negative reactions with Wasson»nn positive fluids.

The antigen is a beef heart extract with a very heavy cholosterinization.

I'ullnr and Mnndula (120) explained that if to constant amounts of heart

extract 'mro added increasing amounts of cholesterol, tvo zones of

optimum precipitation resultedt these basing separated by a sons of clear

colloid solution. The balling reaction takes place in the zone with the

large concentration of cholesterol, the ordinary flocculation reactions

in tías» sows of low cholesterol concentration. Filan (121) reports that
«*■

the false positive reactions of the M.8.R. II are easily distinguished
from the true positives, because they are a course precipitate and not

a true ball. This balling is in reality an ogglutinisation of the anti¬

gen emulsion, the stronger the reaction the store completely it goes Into

one ball, leaving a clear solution.

In 1929 and 1930 five reactions appeared, the first being the Tsu’
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method, the second the reaction of L'utercdlch. Neither cf these was

new, or very effective. Sauer reports (122) on the Douris-Beck reac¬

tion at this time* This reaction need a mixture of formalin, sodium

oléate and phosphoric acid. This aleo vas nothing new, except in the

combination of reagents, and it was rot effective. Tapi (123)

explained the Sclarra reaction, which is a Wnsseraann test with alcohol

pressnt. It has no particular advantage over the parent test. helcxer

and Bahwen developed a jaicro-aastic test, hut Kleiner ($8) found It

only as effective as the Lange test.

Karchioni and Allensteln noted (124,125), in 1932, that the diastase

content of the spinal fluid is involved in syphilis. The normal range

of this material in the spinal fluid is 11-40 mg. percent, but in

syphilis it is found to he only 0*0-14 This drop is independent

of the sugar content, which reranins normal. The over-lapping of the

values does not prevent this finding from being of use in some casco

diagnostically. The effect after treatment is not given, and should be

even more important.

Kline (126) started publishing preliminary reports of a slide test

for syphilis in 1929. It was not until 1932 that the test was ready for

general use with spinal fluids* At this time a book was published by

Kline. Kahn had the idea that if all other factors were equal, then the

more unstable the antigen-emulsion, the more sensitive and rapid the

test would be. Kline presents the view that the physical state of the

antigen emulsion has more importance than the stability. Both the
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Kline and Kahn tests are the same in that the antigen i3 concentrated to

obtain diamino-phosphatids’*’ mixed with as little impurity as possible.

This waxy material is then mixed with water, cholesterol and physiologic

salt solution. The manner of mixing determines the state of the emulsion.

In a reverse procedure to Kahn's, Kline adds the cholesterol to the water

first, each particle being thrown out as a small plate. The antigen is

added and forms a covering over each plate, giving great surface area.

To this suspension is now added the saline, its purpose being the same as

in all such reactions, to make the reaction more sharp.

Compared, the Kline and Kahn antigens are opposites of stability, the

Kline not precipitating for hours, the Kahn giving precipitation as soon

as it is made. Two tests are proposed for spinal fluid syphilis detec¬

tion with Kline antigen. The first is the exclusion test, the second the

diagnostic. Again the reverse of the Kahn procedure is used, the

antigen emulsion being concentrated in place of the spinal fluid. For

both Kline tests 4 cc. of the antigen are heated 15 minutes} that for

the exclusion test at 50°C., the antigen for the diagnostic test at 35°C.

After the heating the tubes are centrifuged at 2,200 r.p.m. for 15

minutes and then the liquid decanted. To each tube is now added 1 cc.

of physiologic saline, pH 6. After centrifuging the cells out of the

spinal fluid, it is tested with Bennedict's solution for the presence

of sugar. If sugar is present the fluid is good, if not it has been sub¬

jected to bacterial action and will not give a precipitation test of

^The alcohol soluble, acetone insoluble fraction of beef muscle.
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any value. If the fluid is usable. 0*03 oc. of 1% acetic acid Is

pl&oed on a slide and 0.25 so. of fluid and 0.008 oc. of antigen added.

For either exclusion or diagnosis the quantities are the seme. The

slides are rotated for completo mixing and read under the microscope

iranodi&tely. If the exclusion test is negative, it is claimed that

there is no ehanee of neural involvement. The dumping of material is

a positive test.

In the book Kline also reports preliminary work on a balling reac¬

tion. The antigen Is strongly cholostorinised, and when emulsified has

the appearance of long needles of cholesterol partially coverod by anti¬

gen. This has the same appearance as the emulsion for the lí.B.h. II.

Since no further report of this tost has bean made, one may judge it

turned out no more successfully than the &.B.R. II,

Kiss (127) proposed a balling reaction using s oephalin (phosphatid

from brain) antigen with active sonsa. This test did not get a very good

reception. The statement Is made by Kiss that lecithin is good only

when used with inactive serum, oephalin only with aotive serum. Kahn

has proven the former assertion, but the latter has yet to be proven.

Sohube and Hams (123) proposed a colloidal carbon test. To the

spinal fluid is edited distilled water and then a dilute solution of oxa¬

lic add. After standing a time, diluted India ink is added. Precipi¬

tation of the carbon is a positive result. Looney (129) had previously

tried to use this reaction with colloidal carbon made by the Bredig are

method, but had been unsuccessful. Sohube (130) explains the mechanism
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of the reaction* First enough distilled voter is added to render

inert any protective colloid action by the proteins of the fluid.

In the second place oxalic acid, which hears a positive charge, is

added, and this charge is neutralised hy the free negative charges of

the proteins in a normal fluid. Then the third step is the addition

of the colloidal carbon, which remains in suspension. If there Is

neuresyphilia, the oxalic acid is not neutralised, the free chargee

of the proteins being less mawroue, at»! this unneutrallied oxalic acid

causes flocculation of the carbon which has a negative charge, Boadrnn,

Elliot and Smith report (131) on this reaction* "The results using

the method of Schubo and Harms agree with the Wassensann and other

colloid tests," Although the reasoning on the mechanism is rather hard

to understand, the teat undoubtedly works, asunto, Burack and Kreisler

(132) claim it is specific for syphilis,

Ingle, in 1932, proposed a new test (133). The antigen is made of

beef heart extracted with ethanol and then treated with § mixturo of

equal parts of corn gera sterol and cholesterol. This is emulsified

In 4?» f'feiCl and ripened 46 hours before using. Inactive serum is used

with an equal volume Cf emulsion, the tubes shaken and incubated four

heure at 37°C* After the incubation the tubes are centrifuged and 1,2$
itoCl solution added. Strong agglutination is a positive test, homo¬

geneity is a negative teat, all others are doubtful. All doubtful tests

aro centrifuged again) if a white flake results in the bottom of the

tube, the reaction is positive) if not, negative, Simpson (134)
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applied the Eagle teat to 171 epinal fluids, the resulta being about

parallel to the laeseraatm reaction. This test runa about 20?* store
sensitive than either the Kahn or tfaesenaann, and gives fever doubtful

resulte when used with **ra'

Grushin began a series of papera in 1931» entitled Studies in

Cerebrospinal Fluid (135*136). In the first he nado use of the lose of

color of starch-iodine mixture, when it was added to spinal fluidj in

the second he used glycogen-iodine mixture. It vaa claimed that the

decolorieatlo» was so graded that a differential diagnosis became possible.

On the basis of the results obtained by Kolaer, studying the landau test,

this work seems to have boon ill fated before it «as started (41). It

nay be that the adsorption makes this a more successful reaction, but no

further reporte have been published on it.

Kopaezevakl (137) claims that although lactic acid will gel serums

which contain increased globulin, this is not true with syphilis. The gel

reaction was soldo® found with syphilis. This was not published as a

diagnostic procedure, but merely to show that there appeared to be some

difference in syphilitic globulin and other globulins.

The Bauer (136) reaction, an KgClg flocculation of serum or spinal
fluid, is claimed to be as delicate a test for Increased globulin as the

Takate-Am reaction. These tests were both proposed for syphilis, but

proved to give positive reactions with any affection increasing the glo¬

bulin content of the epiml fluid.

The Laughlon test (139) was published in 1935* Moore (140) found
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it to bo 18$ In error with the Kuhn toot and 20$ with the síaseeraann.

Using inactivated sema It was only 10$ in error compared to the Kahn

test. The reagent is a mixture of bensoin, cholesterol, scarlet red

and physiological salt solution, this is added to an extract of beef

heart. One drop of the reagent emulsion is placed on a slide and a

drop of serum (or spinal fluid) is added. The appearance of red floes,

soon in indirect light, is a positive reaction. Robinson and Stroud

(lip.) found it 93$ effective as against their ffassermann and 97$ against

their Kahn. Thcmaasen (11*2) used it on 3,000 sera end got good results.

The lunger it is used, tho better this test is.

Vernes (li;j), in 1936, stated the finding of a spoolfio material

in the spinal fluid was a diagnostic test. The material is oalled

pellidin and is obtained by precipitation* The spinal fluid is precipi¬

tated with CgCljj and this precipitate is extracted with ether or ace¬

tone. The extract yields a substance which gives a positive reaction

if added to a negative spinal fluid. Yasitsa and TakagL found the ma¬

terial pallldin only In the later stages of syphilis (Il4t), and that it

is not demonstrable until some time after the secondary stage is over.

fiyt* reported what he oalled a rapid floooulation reaction in 1936

(ll*5)« This can hardly be oalled rapid. To the active spinal fluid is

added ammonium sulfate and NaCl solutions. An antigen emulsion is then

run over this. The density is now such that the proteins In the fluid

are forced into the antigen emulsión on centrifugation. After centri¬

fuging, the solution is made lighter than the flooculate by the addition
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of dilute Had solution. The tubes are centrifuged a second tine and

the solution poured off. The sediment remaining Is shaken with phy¬

siologic saline* Flocculation is positire, a hazy suspension is nega¬

tive and a combination of the two extremes is called doubtful. The

compsrisen of this test with the Waaesraann is not good» but it is

more sensitive, perhaps too such so.

fiahr (146) reports the Chcdiak-Pabr, Dahr or Chédiak reaction.

The nasoe of the reaction depends on the country in which the work is

dons. One drop of defibrinated» dried blood ia used. To the blood is

added 0*015 cc* of a solution containing 0*3# JfajCQ^ and 3*5# HaCl, A
1*10 dilution of the Meinioke K larungs Eeaktion antigen with this sane

solution of M.2C03 sod B.C1 is pUc.d on a second slide. The usunt
of antigen dilution used is 0.03 so. The two slides are heated to 5&°C,
and their contenta mixed, the elide with the mixture is kept at 37°C.

in a aolot chamber for half an hour. The reaction is read at the end

of this time. The appearance of black floes and clots is a positive

reaction, brown granules is a negative reaction. If o modified antigen,

M.K.R. II (modified),is used, the addition of the may be

emitted in the preparation of the diluting solution (147). Schuck (148)
used one drop of blood, 0*3 cc* of 3*5# Ha01 and 0*03 ce* of the

antigen dilution. The appearance of the reaction it the asms as before*

The reaction is strongly recommended as an additional aid In diag&o*l*

by Porto and de Britto (149), Althot^h it has received no mention in

the Onitod State®, this test has gained a great amount of literature
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treatment in the rest of the world*

Ide end Ido were granted a French patent for a diagnostic reagent

in 1937' The reagent ia an extract of beef heart atusóle, to which is

added cholesterol and crystal violet, or methylene blue (150). Van

Sverdingen (131) found this reaction lose sensitive than the Molnioke,

Kahn and eltoohoi reactions, but more sensitive then the Wessermann or

Saehe-Georgi reaction, lie states the specificity is the Mae as thet

of the ifaasertaann reaction* It gives a great number of doubtful reac¬

tions, but simplicity la its advantage*

Rosegger, in 1938, (138) proposed the use of a constant amount of

spinal fluid nixed with varying amounts of calclua chloride* These mix¬

tures are then heated and the flocculation curves used in diagnosis*

This test has received no further mention*

In another of the new and untried teats, Hlrsohfeld and Klinger

propose that the antibody be used to bind thrembokinaee* If there is

antibody present, then the thronbokin&ae will be unable to coagulate

plasm* Kaehueharov found this to be an impractical test (153)*
Hastial makes use of an antigen got by the extraction of a mixture

of egg yolk and beef heart muscle* It is claimed that the egg yolk

allows the minimal amount of antigen to be used without loss in speoifi-

clty (13^)* In this roaction the egg yolk is probably acting in the

manner as an addition of lecithin* This test is also in the trial stage*

Prohlioh (155)» while critically studying the H*B.R, II, hit upon

an idea of a new type test* Since cholesterol and antigen flocculate in
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certain dilutions, active, syphilitic aeran should prevent this by

binding the antigen* The technique recommended ia to add a 3-$f*
íJaCl solution to the active senes contained in several tubes. Increas¬

ing amounts of heart lipoid are added to the tubes. After a few hours

incubation at 37°C. the cholesterol is added in the for* of 0,1$ solu¬

tion. To obtain optimum conditions a mixture of dilute HC1 and acetone

is then added. There is flocculation only in the negative sera. This

test is merely proposed and no results given as yet.

By no means all of the tests in the literature have been covered.

When eadtted a test did not embody any new or original idea. As an

example, we might have considered the use of shellac, ge* guale and

several oilier substances capable of forming colloidal solutions. To do

this would be a waste of time, once the mastic reactions have been

covered. Store recently there have been quite numerous publications on

tests which are all indistinguishable from the Dahr or Chsdi&k reaction.
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’¿’he exact composition of tha spinal fluid Tarta* frota «aso to

o&e*. Such authorities as Soot and Baylor (196) and bright (157} girt

raporta not wholly in agreement as to the composition of the spinal

finid»

ffce «piñal finid arises in the «toroid plexos of the brain end

leaves through the venan» sinuses of the brain» fhs source 1* the blood

stream. fbe componente aro not In any given ratio compared to the

blood» however, this foot* added to the faot that the hydrostatic

pressure is not great enough to account for the pressure of the fluid»

leads to the conclusion that the colls in the «toroid plexus met do

tone work, there is not as ultrafiltration of blood alone. Bicarbon¬

ate Is the only substance having exactly the mm percentage in the

blood as the spinal fluid.

Protein* constitute some 16*38 mg. percent of the normal spinal

fluid, these protein* are about equally divided between globulins and

albumins, the protein* do net appear to be able to paos the meningitic

filter, or. If they are able to pase the barrier, the exchange 1* ex*

oeedlngly slow, at will become apparent later, lecovetoo (158) found

two proteins in the spinal fluid, one of which behaved a* a globulin,

the other being soluble In distilled water, 'Today this latter protein

would be called an albumin.

For may years following Xsrcoveseo’a work authorities claimed that

there was no globulin in the spinal fluid of a normal person, fhe teats
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used for globulin depond on the ratio of globulin to albumin, and what

these non have found is that the globulin in a normal fluid it not de-

tooted by tho methods they used. Tho ratio of globulin to albumin in

a normal fluid is such that there is no precipitation under tho condi¬

tions of the tests. Therefore, when it is stated that a traee of glo¬

bulin is pathologic, tho moaning 1st the globulin-albumin ratio for

oomplote protection is passed and a part of tho globulin thrown down,

tho laok of protection being pathologic. The more modern authors reoog-

nise this fast.

The nature of tho globulin found in syphilis is somewhat different

from that found in the normal ease, Kahn glees a eery olear picture of

this fact (10$), He first explains that tho antigenic substance in

syphilis is most likely a lipoid-protein combination, Tho lipoid is

regarded as an incomplete antigen (called hapten). If it wore possible

to secure a pure protein from the spirochete, this would probably glee

tauoh noro satisfactory tests.

The antigen of syphilis is not capable of causing true antibody

fomation, but glees rise to two globulina. The first of these is in¬

soluble and remains in tho cells, the second is soluble and is washed

into the blood stream. This soluble globulin is the antibody whi oh

reacts with tho lipoids in serologic tests. The origin of the globulin-

exciting lipoids is uncertain. They may ooae from either tho splro-

ohetea or the tissues of the host, In any case It is necessary that the

spirochetes be present for these lipoids to appear, Kahn claims that
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all lasts for syphilis aro based on the soluble globulin. The foot

that this soluble globulin disappear» as sow as the exalting influence

is geno «plains why serologic loots sometime* fail I» the latent stages

of syphilis.

la the same way In which certain diseases generala non-specific

antibodies, it is probable that syphilis dose not produce one specific

globulin* but others In addition*

The fact that true antibodies are act generated in persons affected

by syphilis is shown by the occurrence of positive blood reactions end

simultaneous negative spinal fluid reactions, flam (139) demonstrated

that true antibodies easily pass the meningitic barrier and are found

immediately in the spinal fluid» A second point to consider Is the

work of Hoofold (l6o), who proved that the spinal fluid system is unable

to manufacture its o« antibodies.

In eases of aeurosyphilis the globulin-antibody amt be generated

in the spinal fluid system, since it is net always found in the blood»

On the other hand* true antibodies muid always be present in both the

spinal fluid and blood streams» We may say that the spinal fluid and

the blood systems are both capable of producing globulln-satibodies for

syphilis» and that these systems work independently.

Almost and Tarbouroich (l&L) state that they have proven there is

always more antibody in the blood stream than in the «piñal fluid» This

report is evidently made tas an incomplete work» hew else may we view

their work in the light of the many eases In which there is a negative
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Wood reaction and a positive spinal fluid meiion?

Malloy* &ahn and %etall (l6a) have notad that the antigenic

lipoids* la precipitation tests* are precipitated by the globulin*

Shis was pointed out long 'before by %stein and Paul (103). «bat Mal¬

loy* Kisfca and ttestail did find of «special interest vas that the glo¬

bulin was not changed in any way* It the globulin is Isolated and used

in & Kahn test, the precipitate my be removed «id the globulin sol»*

tion still retain its power to giro a gold sol or maetic test.

?ha presence at excess lipoids in the syphilitic spinal fluid has

been noted by Kaaser (163). these lipoids have sons effect on the col¬

loid teste* and this was proven by irradiation* If the spinal fluid is

treated with ultra-violet light and then a gold teet ran, the curve will

have shifted to the left. Irradiation is known to effect lipoid® (l6h).
A part of the imperative reason for testing the spinal fluid is

understood from the above. Moore plainly states th# rest of the case

(£?)« Moore and the mm working with Mm at the Johns Hopkins Hospital

have found that the nervous system is not 4«mediately involved in

syphilie* She invasion of this part of the body is a later step, but

the serologic tests show the pressnoe of this invasion long before «ay

symptoms appear* the first sign at involvement is the appearance of

mononulcoor lymphocytes la excessive numbers. She second Change is the

appearance of a positive globulin teet* lastly there is a positive

serologic reaction*

As these steps go on the treatment must be stepped up, since the
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meningeal mt«» allow only a small part of «bo total medication to

pass Into tho spinal fluid. It Is to bo noted that «be disappearance

of «be manifestation* of aeorosyphUis are In the same order as their

appearance, the cells and globulin disappear easily, «rea under an in*

coraplete treatment* fhe ssrologic reaction persiste, tinder serologic

reaction in this «ase is included the gold test, fhis would tend to

disprove «any theories as to the meehanisa of the gold test, however,

it nay depend on a certain pert ef the global in exceeding lte normal

amount, not all the globulin,

Kahn, Kline And «any other workers have found that precipitation

tests do not reverse as rapidly as complement fixation tests. Although,

in this connection, neither do the precipitation tests bacons fast, as

does tho baeserwann* JJy fast is meant that no amount of treatment will

cause a reversal, own though the disease is clinically cured. Host

authorities agree that a precipitation test, a complement fixation test

and a colloid test should be made with spinal fluids for diagnosis and

following treatment.

In summarising this section, we hare the following consideration»}

1) rarely Is the spinel fluid test a primary diagnostic test, if the

physician is given a proper chance to follow the disease, fhe spinal

fluid tests «how asmas tissue involvement long before lesions are

evident and should be periodically continued as long *» the distas#

exists, 2) there is no true antibody formed, but a seal-specific glo¬

bulin la its placo, fhe tests depend on globulin-lipoid combinations I»
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the presence of aapiernent, lipoid flocculation by the globulin, and

colloid flocculation by the globulin) 3) the existing teats for globu¬

lin are not in any way specific for the especial globulin generated by

syphilis, but are merely dependent on the total globulin-albumin ratio)

4) a combination of tests is most effective in the spinal fluid. One

test of each type should be used, -ha precipitation test is more

valuable than any other type for following the progress of treatment)

3) it is essential that testing of the spinal fluid be started as soon

as a positive blood test appears. If the spinal fluid is positive by

any test the treatment must be for neurosyphilis.

In excess globulin in the spinal fluid may be caused by many other

pathologic conditions in addition to syphilis, tuberculosis and menin¬

gitis (meningococcus) both lead to an excess protein, the former giving

riee to globulin, the latter to albumin (I07), dementia praecox may

give rise to hypertension, hyperglobuLlnosia and hyperalbsminosis.

Any or all of these conditions may be found, or the spinal fluid may be

normal (165, 166)#

We have also seen that some globulin tests are misleading in the

presence of eclampsia, hepatic cirrhosis, uremia, typhoid fever, lupus

and pneumonia (13# 3®* 113) •

In globulin precipitation the pH at the time of precipitation ie

of importance# This will be discussed in the section on Sodium,,Vanadate
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BoyXaaA (167) made an investigatloa of tbs reaction of vanadio

add and proteine. Ho deists this Is tbs first time tbs reaction of

lyephllie sol md protein has been studied. Bsaaoia, metis and gold

sols are all lyophobio, Ferric hydroxide (colloidal) Is lyophille,

hut has a different motion, since it produce* a eopredpitation. The

reason that Boyiaad selected vanadium lies in the f&ot that it is the

only one of the comae» metals which ferae poly-acid*. In an add sol¬

ution the chief add formed is KhVgOjj. the statement is Made that

this and other vanadios pely-aoidt are positively «barged. It is also

claimed that proteins are negatively «barged in neutral and basic solu¬

tions, and that in add solutions the proteins become positively

charged.

In the experimental work the concentration of ííajVc^me one gram
atm per 300 liters, Various oddities were reached by the addition of

acetic add* It was found that albumin In a «elution cf pH less than

4 precipitated* euglobulin in solutions sore add than pH 5*2 and globur*

Un la solutions of pH less than $ were precipitated, the amount of

euglobulin which a given amount of albumin dll protect is increased by

lowering the pH* Ho precipitation In this protection reaction dll tat»

place at e pH of more than 4*
The difference between a globulin and an albumin Is dated as

being the difference in the number of «barges it takes to neutralise

each and «bangs the pH one unit in the vicinity of the iso-sleotri*
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change with an alborada no with a globalIn. For this reason th« albumin

is meh harder to precipitate by neutralisation. fhero la no known

roaaoa why these effects nr* not additive in the protection reactions*

fhsy nr# not found to bo of such a nature* boylaad proposed that it

sight Ho in a compound formation V tho «aglobo!in and salt* this eom-

pouad hawing mm specific reaction with tho poly-van&die add*

Precipitation Is cannot! by the neutralisation of tho charges of

tho protein with an excess of vanadio add. It then» Is not an orneas

of the acid’, bat an «roots of tho protoin, then tho poly-acids should

precipitate vhm they are neutralised, the fact that this does not

happen it probably doe to the «outlier partidlo siso, asá because the

vanadio add particles only weigh about one fiftieth as such*

Seri (l68) attempted to apply the work of 3eyland directly to the

spinal fluid. He nado use of a solution of sodios vanadate end acetic

acid* His test does act parallel the Waseoraana reaction very well,

only fifty fluids were rm la «caparison, twenty-one being basseraann

positive. Of the twenty-one positive fluids, the teet ef »eri may be

judged positive with IT» Of the twenty-nine ’%#seraann negative fluids

there it a positive reaction with 10,

fhc method of Start consista of adding spinel fluid Aropwise to

exactly 5 al* of the vanadio add solution* If lose than 10 drape pro¬

duce flocculation, the test is probably positive* $h« pH of the vanadio

acid solution used «mat be 3,94, Although the results with paresis arc
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Seri aleo tried to doteminn albumin and globulin in the same

sample by «hanging the pi! of the vanadio acid-spinal fluid mixture,

This is admitted to be a failure.

The pH of the nomal spinal fluid is 7*35 to ?*&• Thi* changes

on standing to a value between 3*0 and 3,1, The alkalinity is gener¬

ated by the large carbonate reserve found in the spinal fluid (156,

157). In disease the same pH values are found with one exception,

aeningocoeous meningitis* In meningococcus meningitis the pH is

7«&»7*U on withdrawal and the value Is not changed on standing (169),

The iso-elestrtc point depends on the salt concentration and lies

between pH h and pH 5 for the meat part.
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4 aingle-ooapound, spinal fluid reaction of syphilis was the ob¬

jective «elected* In order to be successful this reaction should show

a clear differentiation between the spinal fluids of syphilitic pa¬

tients and those of non-syphilitic*. In order to save tie» the labora¬

tory and literature work were begun simultaneously*

the best starting point was suggested to be an extension of

Pfeiffer*« work (170)* Reports had been heard of his diagnosis by

crystal patterns* Fortunately no copy of Pfeiffer* s book was avallabia

for sons three months* The present work eould net have developed from

attempts to use the rather ayatie methods he recomends.

Having no idea what might result from attempting to crystallise

metal salts in the presence of spinal fluid, several metal salt solu¬

tions wore made up* These solutions were made from those «alts which

happened to be in the laboratory, no conscious selection was exercised.

The solutions prepared worst KgCrgOy (5, 0*5 & 1j£), Co(HO^)g (10, 5 A
1%), FdHHl^CpOfi) (10, 5, & 1%), CuCLg (10, 5 * lj£). VC% (saturated &

half-saturated), AspOg (saturated in 0«5K SCI), and Bicljj (saturated,
clear solution in 0*5S HCl)•

Those solutions were made up wit!) rough weights of materials* It

was recognised that any solution found to be useful would have to be

analysed for metal content and purity*

«hile the organisation of materials in the laboratory was progress¬

ing, an agreement was made with the Florida State Hospital for spiral
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wotild furnish us with from 20-25 freah samples of «pinol fluid weekly,

a* long «te they were able, Two boxes wore built for the shipping of

spinel fluid sample*. Baoh box was built to carry Sh «oft gises test

tubos with eark stoppers. As long as ths tubes were stoppered, the

lid clamped them in such a way that breakage was impossible uniese the

whole box wee broken. All shipping wse by express, the trip requi ring

am» 2h-?6 hours.

Peking use of sosas aged spinel fluids roaaining fro» s finished

research of ihr* Pollard* s, work wee started* fhs results with KgOpO?

and Co(M0g)g were of no use in the differentiation of syphilitic and

non-syphilitic spinal fluids. Therefore a series of secondary reagents

was also prepared. Thee® were made with two objects in mind. The first

was to ehanpo the solubility, tho second to change the pH, For the

former ethanol and acetone ware used, for the latter purpose concen¬

trated end dilute (1*6) HSO^, HgS0|tt hCl and SE^cH were tried. All
reagent* were put into ene oimoe gises bottles with medicine droppor

tops. The screw tops were plástic.

After making the secondary reagents, work was strain started using

the dichromate Solutions. There wars three aolutioaa cf KpCrpOy, and

ton secondary reagents* Ostag each combination with both a syphilitic

and non-syphilitio spina) fluid, there remtltad 60 test* to bo es*iidned

after mixing said than again after drying. With throe exceptions this

work gawe no results worthy of mention.

It was found that a drop of syphilitio spinal fluid to which had
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bean added a drop of any strength EgCrgO? gave a flocculation when a

drop of 1*6 HHOj? was also added* This reaction did not take place If

the spinal fluid was itomal (non-syphilitie). There was no differen¬

tiation with any of the other metal salt solutions, and these particu¬

lar spinal fluids, with the exception of the half saturated vanadium

tetrachloride solution* While the flocculation in this ease had a

different appearance, the reaction appeared to be the saae* This

reaction of VCl^ did not look as promising as that of the KgCrgCty* The
non-syphilitic samples flocculated inside of five dimites.

Que to the age of the spinal fluids, these reactions were looked

on with distrust* Any number of changes could be imaginad to have

token place in the six months the fluids had been in storage* As this

testing was nearing completion, two fresh samples were received* These

were pooled, that Is, each was a mixture of a large number of saaples,

all giving the same »asseraann reaction. One of these saaples was

Wassemann positive, the other negative* With both of these samples

the KgCrpO^-HKOj and ?Q1|¿ reactions occurred. Whether the sample was

positive or negative, a flocculation resulted In every trial*

It appeared that the most likely change in a fluid would be loss

in strength ae it aged* For this reason the reagents must have been

made too strong* It was recalled that changing the concentration of

the KgCrgOp five-fold had had no effeet on the reaction, eo ths 1*6
nitric acid was diluted* At a dilution of about 1*100 HHO5 and making
use of 2*5 or 1% KgOr^, a olear differentiation was again obtained a
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good part of the tine*

This reaction had one serious fault* In too many trials the mix»

ing was not just right, and Instead of floeoulatlon the result was a

hard granular precipitate* «hilo the positive sample always gave

flooeulatloB or granules, the negative sample at tinea gave granules

also* It was seen that repeated tests would be necessary for a clear

differentiation when using the KgCrgOyHKO^ method*
At soon as this reaction was discovered, sn intensive search of

the literature under potassium dlchromato was conducted* Two references

(109* HO) to the work of Taoeone were found* Although the technique

was different, the principle was the same* In placa of the trichloro¬

acetic sold, we were staking use of nltrlo aoid, but the notion of theae

two acids la vary touch the aaste* Both of theee acida have been used in

the estimation of albumin* Brunei1 mentions triohloro-acotio (111) and

nitric was used by Dourls (171)* neither method is to be recommended

for the estimation of albumin, but the albumin excess is the cause of

the reaction* In the light of these findings, it was decided that

work on the ?C1|, should be the min object, end that the dichromate

method be used to determine whether Its results were as reliable as

those reported by Taoeone*

Several dilutions were made from the half-saturated solution of

vanadium tetrachloride* hone of theee wae able to give a satisfactory

differentiation of syphilitic from non-syphilltio spinal fluid. The

solutions were allowed to stand on the desk overnight, and tried again

the next day* One of these, ho* 11, gave a olear differentiation of
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syphilis. The solution®, especially the more dilute one®, had changed

color In this length of time* At the timo they were made each had a

blue color. After ton hours tho more dilute one® were blue-green* the

more the dilution, the sore green and less blue the solutions appeared,

At this time fourteen fresh samples of spinal fluid were received.

Through a misunderstanding those were all pooled. This misunderstand¬

ing was later cleared up, and individual samples received. Since a

sensitive solution was at hand, these fourteen samples were checked.

All save one gave a reaction which was in accord with its Wassormarm

reaction. The sensitive dilution of VC1}4 was mads by the addition of

20 drops of half-saturated VCljij solution to 12 ml. of distilled water.
The sensitisation was allowed to develop by letting the solution stand

for 10-12 hours.

This shipment of fourteen samples was divided into three groups,

or olasses. The tern class is used by the hospital to denote the aero¬

logía reaction and the presence or absence of syphilis. Thus class I

fluids are hassemana or Kahn positive and syphilitic. Class II fluid®

are Wassoraann or Kahn negative and derived from treated syphilitic

patients. Class IZ1 fluids are those tros, non-syphilitio patients and

are Kahn and hassermana negative. The one fluid which did not agrss

in its VCljj reaction (positive) and Wassermaim reaction (negative)
belonged to oíaos II. A great deal of interest was taken in this find¬

ing, sines it indicated that the VCl^ test might be a precipitation
reaction which did not reverse ae soon as the /assoraann reaction.
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The foot that the vanadium tetrachloride dilution had to bo nade

a day before use was a disturbing natter* This bahartor was studied

and found due to an oxidation of a part of the vanadium. That there

actually was not an oxidation of all this vanadium was made olear by

attempts to uae the solution two and three days after its preparation*

So results obtained on either the second or third day had any córrela-
r

tion with either the %ssenaann report* or the same dilution on the

first day following preparation* On the second and third days the

reaction with a olass X1Z fluid was as likely to be positive as that

with a olass X fluid*

As stated before, freshly made VC1J¿ dilution is blue* Whether it

is allowed to stand in tit# open, or in a tightly elosed vessel, the

color at the end of twelve hours is a blue-green. After $6*1$ hours

the color is green-yellow, and after a weeks time the solution is

almost a pure yellow* When the yellow color is reached, no other change

occurs. After a month and a half one of these solutions was found to

still be the setae yellow*

The colors of the vanadium ions in the various válenos states

are well known. These were experimentally produoed to determine

exactly what changes wore taking placo. The lowest state of valency

vanadium assumes Is 2+ and the highest is 6+ * A definite and dis¬

tinctly colored solution exists corresponding to each of the valonee

states between two and six* Thus it was found that the colors and

corresponding valóneles are* 2+ * lavender, 3+ r blue-green, 1++ «* blue.
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5+ a yellow to colorless, and 6+ « rod-brown.

With these solutions ns a guide, an eaonoly appeared to be taking

place. The dilutions nade were originally blue, definitely tetrarelent.

They then acquire a bluo-green color which natehes that of trivalent

vanadium. After a woek that oolor has left, and the solution is a

definite yellow color, pentavalent. Since blue and yellow will make

all shades of blue-green, green-yellow and yellow, a trivalent solution

was divided and one-half oxidised slowly. At a valence between four

and five the oxidised solution could not be distinguished from the tri-

valent control. Dilutions were stride of these more concentrated scln-

tione, and no color changa found. In coca* oases the oolor of an ion

in solution is dependent on the oocctmtratioa, but thia is not reported

or found true of vanadium, ftith vanadium solution» the color depends

upon the valenoe state, not the concentration.

To prove conclusively the valence state of the sensitive dilution,

it was coropured In two reactions with a known solution in which the

valence of the vanadium was a fixture of i#t and 5+* Both solutions

are capable of forming a red color immediately when a drop of 3% hydro¬

gen peroxide is added. If the amount of %<){» is small enough both solu¬

tions will go only to a yellow color on shaking. When this test was

repeated with a solution of VClq the result was a blue solution.
The second experiment to show the valence state was the addition

of dilute HaOH. It there is pentavalont vanadium present it will

coagulate to the extent of darkening the solution when it i# neutral,
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end turn yellow when the solution is basic* With the known solution

this raaction readily took place, but the resulting solution was

groen, duo to the totravelont vanadium ions still present* the un¬

known behaved in exactly the same manner* Trivalant vanadium does not

change in basic solution* the coagulation and darkening of the sola*

tion at the neutral point is due to the formation of polymers with

the eaparioal formula VjgOj;.
The formation of VgO5, or its polymers, is prevented in a solu¬

tion made from VCl^* Such a solution is aeid due to hydrolysis and
this leads to the formation of polyvanadio aeid, probably i|tV^0i7*

solubility of VCl|t is not found in the literature, only the fact that
it decomposes in water* This decomposition is in accord with the

following equation»

Wl|,+ HgO s V0++ + 2H+ + liCl" .

The oxidation of the vanadyl ion (V0++) is Inhibited by the

presence of hydrogen ion* To stabilise solutions of VCljt, excel 1 HC1
is added. It was found in the course of our experiments that the atore

concentrated solutions did not oxidise with nearly the speed of the

dilute solutions* This is probably due to a lower solubility of

oxygen and a lowered activity of vanadyl ions* The law of mase

action shows why hydrogen ion is effective in prevention of oxidation

in tiie following equation:

Í4V0++ + Og + li(ÜH)~ + 0HpO s kHVOg + |*B+
The aeidlty of a solution made from a mixture of VOCl^ and VC1|(
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la euoh that oxidation la rapid In diluto solution. A stabilised solu¬

tion was diluted to the turn® vanadium content and showed no oxidation

after three months.

After finding the mixture of valonee to be the sensitising prin¬

ciple, there was no need of making a dilution ten hours before use.

The old, overly oxidised solution was saved and added book to the

fresh solution to produce the mixture at the time it was needed.

The fourteen pooled spinal fluida in the first shipment were

tested with the dlchromate mid nitric add method. Class X fluids

were all positive in their reaction. Class XX fluids were all posi¬

tive or doubtful in their reaction. Class XII, whieh should have all

been negative, gave all negative results, with one exception. The

false positive at this point, coupled with the fact that Taoeone never

got any recognition for the dichromate reaction, all but led to the

stopping of experimentation on this method. It was decided that a

total of 100 tests would be made with this technique, and the results

cheeked to seo whether It should be continued.

On receipt of a second box of fourteen pooled spinal fluids, the

samples were cheeked with a sensitive dilution of VClJj. The dilution

was prepared in the following manner» 1) two class X and two class XXI

fluids were selected at randoaj 2) to 12 ml. of distilled water was

added 20 drops of half-saturated VCl^ solutionj 3) an old dilution of

the same strength was added five drops at a time to the fresh dilution;

U) after each addition of five drops of old solution a test was run on



all four fluida selected.

The four selected fluida gave the proper raaction after a total

of Uo drops of old dilution had been added to the fresh dilution.

Maximum sensitivity was shows after the addition of 50 drops, and at

60 drops the ciaeseraaxm negative fluids gave positive reactions* When

the solution was at a fairly sensitive point (after the addition of

h5 drops of old dilution) all the samples In the box were tested* All

class X and III fluids agreed with their ¿Vaeeeraan» reports* Of the

four class 11 fluids in the shipment, two were positive and two

negative to VCl^.

these same fluids were then tested with the dichrome.te-HH0?$

method* All class X fluids oheoked. The class IX fluids gave two

negative results, one positive and one doubtful fro» the four fluids*

Class III gave one doubtful result and the reminder negative* the

presence of all these doubtful reactions may be the degree of positiv¬

ity to which taoeonc refers, but careful examination under the

microscope failed to reveal any difference in structure of the

turbidity. At any rate, these reactions appear to be graded from

positive to negative by the «mount of protein present*

Up to this time all fluids tested had been pooled samples. There

is a reaction on the addition of certain spinal fluids to others.

Plaut, Iteuoh and Rossi found this reaction unpredictable, and not

related to syphilis (9)* «hile this fact was not known at the tías»,

the fluids were known to be altered in some manner* they wer© not the
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characteristic water white, but a turbid white.

The third shipment of «piñal fluids received contained eight

fluids in each class, all individual samples. The shipment was de»

livered late in the afternoon, and was kept on lee overnight. In the

wonting an attempt was mode to prepare a sensitive dilution of VCl|j.
The sane method as used before was used, with the exception that only

six ml. of HpO and 10 drops of half-saturated VCljt were taken to make

tho fresh dilution. Both ciase XII samples taken for testing the solu¬

tion gave a great deal of trouble. A sensitive dilution was not suc¬

cessfully prepared. The fluids were left on the desk until late in

the afternoon.

At this time four other samples were selected for testing the

sensitive dilution. The afternoon trial at sensitization of a VClj,

dilution was successful. He trouble was encountered in any way, After

the soaoitivo dilution was obtained, all tho fluids were tested. All

class X fluids agreed. Class XI fluids gave five positive and three

negative reactions. Class XXX fluids gave seven negative and one posi¬

tive reaction. This positive was one of the fluids used in the morning

attempt to sensitiza VClj, and accounted for part of the trouble, at

least. It receive* treatment in the section on Discussion of Results,

By the dichromate method all elass X and XI fluids were positive,

as well as the false positive which carao out of class XXX with VCljt,

All ether class III fluids were negative,

ifith fresh fluids on hand it was decided to chock all the metal
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solutions previously prepared plus a fon moro which it wo* thought

might ho effective. Cob»Itmis nitrato 110%) foiled to give a reaction

with either class l or HI fluid. Saturated arsenic trioxide also was

without effect.

Cupric chloride gave a reaction with both class I and III down to

C.1?» dilution, and then failed to give a reaction with either syphili¬

tio or non-syphilitio fluids. Cuprous chloride (saturated; gives a

reaction with either class I or III fluid, and when made half-saturated

reacts with neither class I nor III. Between these concentrations it

is possible that CupClp will differentiate syphilitic from non¬

syphilitic fluid, but the instability is eueh thst further work was not

indiosted at the time,

Bismuth trichloride in dilute BCl might be used to good advantage,

but ary reaction of the metal is masked by the FloCi precipitated, fhe

amount of HCJ needed te clear this precipitate is sufficient to floccu¬

late the protein of a non-syphi 11tic fluid. Ferric ammonium oxalate is

not a stable compound in solution, and it presents tho sane difficulty

as #ici^. When added to the spinal fluid the reaotion is masked by
the Fe(oH)^ precipitated. Vemos (?U) used colloidal Fe(OH)a¡ in his
first test and this proved unsuccessful.

Molybdic acid gives a precipitate with negative spinal fluids,

even at trace concentrations. It is dear that a great majority of

these metal ions are able to precipitate albumin, as well as globulin.

Silver nitrate is capable of giving s precipitate with either class I
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or III fluid*. A* the strength of the solution is out down, the pro*

cipitation stops and a milky agglutination takes Its place. Apparently

protection of the silver is nsedsdy Collargol, containing protected

silver, may be of scam use (69).
Tho next fluids received were tram St. Mike’s Hospital, Jackson¬

ville, «/hilo these were all sots«whet cloudy, they checked with the

vanadium chloride. lino of these was marked only syphilitic, gold sol,

positive. This also gave a positiva reaction with VCl[t. The weekly

box of fluids from tho State Hospital gave good clear cheeks with class

X and III fluids. As usual, class XI was divided, the eight samples

giving h+, 3 and 1 ± results. Fro» the thirty-five samples re¬

ceived in this week, only fourteen were checked with dlchromate and

nitric acid. Those were in line with the ttaeseraans reports, with the

exception of those in class IX, all of which were positive.

The fifth box of spinal fluid samples from the State Hospital con¬

tained «ample* which were, for the most pert, quite cloudy. In spite

of this, tho VCljj, solution, prepared end sensitised in the usual manner
was effective. Class XXX gave eight negative reactions, class XX, four

positive and four negative, class I, six positive and two which were

recorded as doubtful. These doubtful fluids contained bacterial con¬

tamination, beyond a doubt. The first of them gave two weak positive

reactions and one very weak positive reaction* The second questionable

sample gave one negative and two positive results, the positive reactions

being weak. Since studying other tests exhaustively, It is apparent
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that this whole box of fluid* should have been discorded due to bac¬

terial contamination. However, trey were tested, and the results are

not so far out of line es to warrant striking then froa the record.

This sens series of samples was tested with dichromate end HSOjf.

The eight positive syphilitic and the eight negativo nca-ryphilitic

fluids gave perfect resulte. A deviation from previous experience was

found in the class II steeples. Three of the eight were negative, four

were doubtful and only one was a true positive. The three negatives

and one doubtful corresponded to the four negative results obtained

with Wife.

At this tiste an attempt was made to prepare a sensitive dilution

of VClfe from the original saturated solution. Ho reason was seen for
not using this, mixed with an equal volume of water, since the half-

saturated solution in use had been made from it In the sane Banner.

The sensitive dilution was being made now in smaller amounts, the usual

technique being to take 6 el. of distilled water, add to it 10 drops

of one-half saturated VClfe solution and then sensitise by the addition
of an old (oxidised} sensitive dilution. Trial testing still was used

to find the specifio amount of old dilution to be added.

To make use of the saturated solution of Wife, 5 drops each of
the solution and distilled water were added to 6 ail. distilled water,

ithile the fact that drops arc not accurate for measurement wee

recognised, it was supposed that this would be accurate enough for the

purpose. Although several attempts were made to sensitise solutions
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made i» this uanmrt tha best of the lot gave ene falta positiva

with tito sagatlva samples and two negativa results an Wessonsam

positiva, syphilitic «ampias. Thinking that this was not accurate

enough work, 20 ml, of exactly half«saturatad solution was mads. This

was placed in tha ttse type bottle as the other half«saturated sola*

tion and marked "1/2 SaVd VCl^ Ho. 2." The earn# dropping top was

then usad for making a dilution from this Ho, 2 solution as ms usad

on the original h» lf«saturatad solution, Tha results in this casa

ware no bettor or worse 'than those got by use of the saturated solu¬

tion in the first place, Tbo fact that alcohol takas some tine to

mix with water and form a solution which may be duplicated has been

known to the liquor trade for years* However, no record of this it

found concerning wetal salts, That soma partial oxidation is able to

taka place in tho more dilute solution is possible, but it would have

no effeot on the results, As long as an oxidised solution is being

added for sonsitication, the only result would be the necessity of

using moro of this oxidised solution, whan preparing a sensitive dilu¬

tion from the saturated solution.

It was found that with tha next shipment of spinal fluids, either

tha He* 1 or Me* 2 half-saturated solution of ?Cl}j gave the s«me re¬

sults, Close I and XII ware in accord with their Waesefwfe&n reporte*

olasa II wae equally divided, four positive and four negative reactions.

It must be that a definite period of aging is necessary after the

dilution of saturated vanadium tetrachloride. To cheek this, the
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saturated solution was again used to make a dilution, and again it was

imposslbla to sensitise it* If one discounts the fact that a definite

nixing timo is required* the only alternative is partióla sise* This

could not enter in, since there is no polyvanadic acid domed until

after oxidation to the peatavalont state has taken place* Most, if

indeed not all, of the peatavalont vanadium is added in the sensitiza¬

tion, and this has be*m the same in each case*

Several questions as to technique and concentration were taken

up* The use of droppers for measurements was decidedly a thing to be

avoided, sc 25 pipettes, 1 tal., graduated in 0*1 and 0*01 mis. were

then employed* Approximately equal volumes of spinal fluid und sensi¬

tive dilution of VClj, hud been used in all tosting, and it was found

that exactly 0*1 ml* of each gave a test which was easy to read ana

handle* Tills volume relation was used throughout the remainder of the

work* A separate, clean pipette was used for each sample* After us®,

each pipette was cleaned with cleaning solution and rinsed six times

with distilled water* After rinsing, the pipettes were dried by draw¬

ing worn air thmifjh thorn with a water pump.

In order to save time, the ratio of oxidised (old) solution

needed to sensitise a given volume of fresh solution was determined*

Up to this tita© sensitisation had required upwards of an hour each time

tests were to be run. Trial testing was used to determina the ratio of

old to frssh solution, and it was found to be 1*5» This ratio of 1 ml*

of old dilution to 5 ml* of the freshly made was used with success for
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a period of two monthb.

The concentration of vanadium* as vanadium tetrachloride, vas

determined in the sensitive dilution. After a consideration of the

many methods for vanadium analysis, the colorimetric method iras chosen*

In the first place a very dilute solution «as at hand, and this would

require the use of raicro-equipsiaat for gravimetric or volumetric

analysis, ’¿his equipment was not available, in the cocona piece, a

pure sample of ammonium mota-vanadate was on hand for preparation of

known colorimetric standards, A direct comparator with split field

viewing was used for this determination. An Hellgo type instrument

would have been much moro efficient, but none was available,

A known weight of the KH^Vlh; was made to volume in a volumetric

flask, Into one cell of the comparator was placed 1 ml, of the

sensitive dilution, 0*5 ml, of is6 HgSQjj and 1 ml, of hydrogen

peroxide. Into the second cell wore placed equal amounts of the

KgiiGk and %0g, followed by a definite volume of the known solution,

made to 1 ml, with distilled water, *vhen the approximate strength

of the solution had been found a new unknown was used and the standard

mixed in the same order as the unknown, When a color match was at

last found, the determination was seen to be accurate to 3»5?£, since

It was reproducible to 0,01 ml, of the standard, The concentration of

VCijt was 1,U*10 grams per liter, + Later analyses verified this
result*

The reason for aa.e early difficulties was accidentally discovered
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during the course of routine tasting# Fluids wore being usad which

hod .just boon renovad from the ice-box, and th© eeneltive dilution,

mad© by a definite volume relationship gave thro© falso positiva re¬

actions in succession. In the routine work, throe or four slides wore

lined up on the desk, spinal fluid from an equal number of samples

pipetted onto the loft hand side of the slide and dilution pipetted

onto the right hand side, ^he two liquid* were then drawn together

with a email glass stirring rod, stirred end the slides rotated by

hand for thirty eeeonde. As each slide was mixed, it was replaced on

th© desk and allowed to remain there a few minutos before reading. In

e majority of the positive reactions th© flocculation is easily seen

in an indirect light with the naked eye as soon as mixing is complete.

In the Instance referred to above three Kahn negative samples

had been so treated, and all gave a visible flocculation, the work was

being done under a desk lamp, tilted close to th® top of the desk to

provide indirect light, tfhile starting tc make up a second dilution,

believing an error had been made, these elides wers left under this

light. Ihile making a now sensitive dilution, it was noted that the

false positives had apparently cleared, Microscopic examination con¬

firmed this fact.

In order to bo satisfied on this matter, slides were made with

spinel fluid at 10°C, end 25°C, The reaction of flocculation took

place In positive and some negative fluids alike et lOOC. Only Kahn

or Wasscrmann fluids gave this reaotion at 25°C. It was found that
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if these false, oold-induoed reactions «ere «lloved to oomo to row

temperature, there would be & re-diasolving of the floecalato. It

was also found that true positive reactions were not re-dissolved by

cooling or heating, but remained until the water had ewpletely evap¬

orated. The evaporation of a mixture of sensitive dilution and nega¬

tive spinal fluid at row temperature did sot rosult in floooulation at

any tine in its course,

to this time the finer points of the investigation had been in¬

tentionally put aside. The nature of the flocculate, the pH at which

it occurred, and similar questions now required answers, a total of

one hundred mid sixty-two spinal fluid sstaples had been cheeked by the

VCljj dilution. In these tests one ^assenaann negative fluid had given

a positive remetíon, and two «osseraaaa positive fluids had given

doubtful reactions. From these samples 100 had been run by the di-

chrcBUite-nitrio acid method. This latter method had been tapered off

for several reasons, in the first place it gave rise to too many falso

reactions, and too many doubtful reactions, la the second plaee the

solutions wore not constant, KpCrpOf, which is not supposed to chango

with ago, gets more and more sensitive, so that a fresh solution must

be made up each week, Mltrio acid is also able to change on storing,

both through nitrite fomation and vaporisation.

The nature of the spinal fluid is such that the precipitate ob¬

tained is limited in its possible composition. If It were less

abundant, it might bo any of a number of things, ?hs amount Is such
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the spinal fluid* Clearly it must be «oapossd of either the proteins

or vanadio asid, or sorae combination of those materials* The proteins

have boon dismissed, and their significance in syphilis pointed out*

In order to determine whether the preoipitate was organ!o or inor¬

ganic, a series of maerosoopio teats were run*

Kith samples having a volume of 2*3 ml* or more, It was possible

to determine the nature of the preoipitate and find the pH of the solu¬

tion from which it oame* A Beckmann pH meter was employed for those

determinations* for its operation were needed 3*5 ml* of solution in

addition to 2 ml* for preliminary rinsing of the electrodes and cell*

Equal volumes of spinal fluid and sensitive dilution were mixed in a

centrifugo tube, and If flooculetion resulted, it was centrifuged out

at 3,000 r.p.m. The pH was then determined on the supernatant liquid

and the preoipitate examined separately* Before using samples in this

manner, microscopic tests were run to determine their reaction,

A total of 70 pH determinations were made, and 2Í» of these fluids

gave positive reactions both micro and raaoroseoploally. No signifi¬

cant difference in the pH of a positive reaction end a negative

reaction exists* Either reaction gives an average pH of 3*9*

After eentrifuging out the precipitate, its solubility was deter¬

mined, In no case was the solubility tost positive in distilled water*

and In every ease there was solubility in dilute sold, base or salt*
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This Is eharaeterlstlQ of globulin* throe of the precipitates were

restored to crucibles and fused, The characteristic odor of burning

protein was very strong, and a very slight residue of yellow powder

remained. The residue was soluble in acid, and proved to be VgOg*
the precipitate was thus found to consist of globulin and vanadium

ponteadde.

To determine whether the VpO*; or hydrated vanadio acid was tied

into the precipitate in a compound, or just carried down by the

floooulate, four of the precipitates were washed with distilled water

repeatedly. After the third washing no test for vanadium was obtained

in the wash water, and the precipitate had changed from a grey color

to a pure white. Fusion of one of these samples of globulin gave no

residue* To check the amount of vanadium being adsorbed by the globu¬

lin, vanadium determinations were made on the supernatant liquid ir>

two oases* The liquid used was that from the pH meter cell, after pH

had been read* The liquid should have contained 0.7205 g»/l*# end

was found to contain 0*6750 g«/l* of VClj^. This amounts to a loss

of about 6/»« Since the analysis is only accurate to et best, it

may bo stated that the amount of vanadium adsorbed is not the amount

in the pentavalent state. This is at least 16.675?, the amount added

for sensitisation.

While working microscopically with some of the negative fluids in

«lis series, a peculiar occurrence was noted* In a few eases a floccu¬

lation took place, but on centrifuging the macrosoopie test of ths seme
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fluid» so precipitate was found* Hevartheleas, tho si ido toot* ware

showing falso positive reactions. If this was an excess albumin, it

should bo soluble in water. For sane tine it had been known that

water did not ohange the aspect of a true positive reaction, once it

had taken place. Thus a modification was made in the procedure. To

0.1 n&. of the spinal fluid was added 0.1 ral. of the sensitive dilu¬

tion in the ssne manner as before. If there was then floeoulatloa,

this was allowed to set for a minute and 0,2 ml. of distilled water

added. After stirring and allowing another minute to pass, the slide

was examined. Flocculation was persistent only in the positive fluids.

All fluids from number 13k were run microscopically by this method.

One fluid, marked non-syphilitic, ^assorraaim negative, gave a

true positive reaction with vanadium tetrachloride. The fact that the

precipitate was a mixture of globulin and VpOq was verified, While
the amount of globulin got by centrifuging was «pite «all, its

identity was unquestionably proves. The cense of this reaction is

discussed later.

Although this phase of tho investigation covers sons 92 spinal

fluids, only ?0 of these wars of sufficient volume to allow pH

determinations. The decision was made at the outset that no special

equipment be purchased for pH work. It is possible to take a pH read¬

ing from each slide with the proper equipment. After the probable er¬

ror of the mean had boon calculated it waa seen that tho method used

had been satisfactory in all details* The large deviation between
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individual «ampio» i» not hard to understand, Each fluid hue a dif¬

ferent alkaline reserve and original pS, While there ia little varia¬

tion at the time the fluids are drawn, standing causes then to

become alkaline. This takes place spontaneously, but depends on the

tightness of the stopper, heat and «i# nature of the individual fluid*

Since all work of this type is statistical, large deviations are not

unexpected.

For the preparation of tide original saturated solution of VC1J4, a

sample which had boon on hand at this laboratory for years was used.

This was the so called solid salt, VC1¿¿ is in reality a red liquid,

highly deliquescent, Mo literature reference could be found to the

material sold under the name Vanadium Tetrachloride, C,P. (solid).

The original sample of salt was taken by a member of the inorganic

preparations class for purification. This sample was a dark blue-green

mass of non-crystal line material. It looked highly impure and this

student had the idea that it could be purified. At that time the use

of this salt had just been begun, and there was no reason to prevent

such a proposed undertaking. In the course of the purification all the

material was ruined. This unfortunate occurrence left the laboratory

with 25 ml, of the saturated solution and a like amount of half-

saturated solution. Over 250 fluids were examined before mere VClj,

was obtained, and oven then thorn was sufficient solution on band to

run about 100 simples.

Since the solid salt, VClj,, was listed in the catalogue of the
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Vanadium Corporation of America, no thought was given to securing

a second saraplo until near the end of the experimental work. At the

time samples in the eleventh shipment were being examined, the ques¬

tion was raised as to whether the solution was just a chanoe result,

made from impure material* If a matter of ehanoe entered the making

of the solution, then a very difficult analysis, on almost a micro

scale, would be required to duplicate the solution* Examination of

the saturated solution gave hope that this quantitative analysis would

not be necessary for anything but vanadium. On evaporation of the sol¬

ution the only residue was VgO^. The solution gave a slight flame
test for ^a, and nothing else*

An order for solid VC^t was sent the Vanadium Corporation and

their reply was quite disheartening. Since there was no sale for

solid VCl^, thoy had discontinued the preparation and had no idea that

there was any available in the country. Enquiries were then sent

several houses dealing in rare chemicals, before attempting to prepare

any of the material* A small supply was finally located at the

A* P. Maekay Company, New York* An ounce of their VCl^ (solid) was

purchased* This was found to be praetieally insoluble In water) and

the small amount that went into Solution gave the green-yellow color

of a mixture of pentavaleat and tetravalent vanadium*

A mall sample of the material was placed la a crucible and

ignited* At a very low temperature there was a slight amount of

material volatilised* The volatile portion fumed in the air* Vanadium
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totraohlorido le veletile at low temperature» end very easily hy¬

drolysed, the conclusion was reached that the material purchased did

have a very low content of VCl^.
On continued heating a second portion of the sample volatilised»

This took place just as a dull red heat eras reached. Deposited on a

cold watch glass, thla had the properties of vanadium oxychloride

(vanadyl chloride, VOClsj), When this material was dissolved in halogen

free nitric aeid the presence of vanadium and chloride ion were easily

demonstrated.

After the sublimation of VOCI3 k*®n completed, there was no

change in the residual material, oven at a bright red color* Cooling

the crucible to roost temperature, there retrained an orange-yellow,

miorocryatal lino material* This was proven to be vanadium pentoxide

(VpOtj), the solid, C*F* VCl^ was therefore a mixture containing VCty,,
VCCln and VpO^, In addition to the three compounds proven present, a

«nail percentage of VoClg is probably present.

Of the various methods it is possible to use for the preparation

of VCljj, the one used to make the sample purchased was ths passage of
a stream of chlorine gas over heated V#Ot*, This would yield all the
produets found, and that suspected* It was recalled that the original

sample of saturated VClj, was made from a material which was only
partially soluble* Bo doubt exists that It is till 9 mixture of several

salts which bears the trade name Vanadium tetrachloride, C.F»

In this mixture of vanadium compounds, the only soluble salts art
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the VCIf, end VOClp, The VOGlg ie a very rare oompound and *o

unstable that only traces are likely to be present* as far as could

be predicted at the tine, however, any new solutions should be nade

from such a mixture, and not from pure VClj,, in addition to greater

ease of preparation, this also allowed for the difference In acidity

which would result from solution of a mixture of VOClp and VC If, and
solution of pure VClf,. It Is known that the very acid solutions of

Wlfj made at this laboratory several years ago do not undergo any

oxidation whoa diluted and left exposed to the air* this Is not a de¬

sirable effect for the present work. As far as is recalled by the

director of this earlier work, liquid YClft alone was used for the prep¬

aration of these samples* The early work was not ever completed, &/

written up, so no absolute knowledge of the solution referred to could

be got.

A simple apparatus was used for the conversion of the old material

on hand back to a mixture actually having some VC If, content. In order,
the apparatus consisted of a chlorine generator, CaGlg drying tube,

tube containing the aample, a safety tube and an exit tube passing over

a ysf* solution of HaOK. For the generation of Clg, concentrated SCI
and hypochlorite were used* The sample tube was so arranged that it

oould be heated*

About 2 grams of the mixture was placed in the apparatus and

chlorine passed over it for a few minutes. With a steady stream of

Clp going through the apparatus, heat was applied to the sample tube*
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For this purpose & moving Punten fimo* 1/2 inda in height* me used*

After the hooting bed been continued for ninety minutes the apparatus

ms taken down and the sample allowed to cool* During the course of

the heating a mall quantity of red liquid distilled from the reaction

tube to Hie safety tube* this was found to be VClj^, After cooling*
the sample ms removed end broken up*

It ms decided that no attempt would be made to produce a dupli¬

cate saturated solution, therefore the sample was treated in centri¬

fuge tubes with an excess water* A deep blue color developed in Hie

solution* The solid residue ms centrifuged out and the solution fil¬

tered, using very fine filter paper* This solution was labelled con¬

centrated VCl^ and put on the shelf* The next step would be the analy¬

sis of this and then its dilution to a vanadium content the same as

1/2 saturated Wl^. Vanadium analyses were made of the newly prepared
solution and of the half-saturated VCljt solution* Tho method ms the
sane as that previously outlined. After calculation® had boon com¬

pleted the new solution was diluted so that its vanadium content was

equal to that of tho original half-saturated solution* This new half-

saturated solution was allowed to age for a week and then used in

parallel tests with old VClj^ solution*
Ho difficulty arose in running the last 70 semipiés with sensitive

dilutions prepared from both of the half-saturated solutions on hand#

Both sensitive dilutions were analysed for vanadium content and found

to have l*iiUlO gmas of tClj^/liter* The average pH of the sensitive
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dilution prepared from the old solution differed only 0.03 pH units

from that of idle new sensitive dilution. Considering errors nade in

dilution, the sensitivity of the Beokaann pH meter and ell faetors

involved, the two solutions were judged to be equivalent.

In order that ae little vanadium solution be wasted as possible,

the sensitive dilutions were prepared by the addition of 0*35 ml* of

half-saturated VCl[t to 3 ml* of HpO. The maximum sensitivity of this
solution was got by the addition of 0*62 ml. of yellow, oxidised solu¬

tion. While the oonoentratlon is the same ss always, the ratio of

new to old was changed by this work from 5*1 to 5>0*9U« This changa

may be due to the use of a more oxidised solution of half-saturated

VClj, than originally used. The slightly lowered pH in the older solu¬
tion would indicate this feet. Bines a pura yellow solution was used

throughout the work, once the ratio was established, there is not much

ohanco that it would be more oxidised one time than another*

This change of ratio for sensitisation took place over a period

of three months. It amounts to 6$* If the sensitisation ratio wars

determined each month there would be no difficulty arising from the

gradual chango. Ae much as an eight percent change does not offset

the sensitivity to a groat extent, but on some few fluids, lass than

105$, the ratio arnst be accurate to±25$ or the resulting reaction will

be weak enough to cause doubt*

During this investigation the question of the offset of sensitive

VClj^ dilution on spinal fluids from patients suffering from certain
diseases other than syphilis has been considered*
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Enquiries were sent the State Board of Health mod tho State Tuber¬

culosis Sanatorium regarding tho furnishing of sample# from diseases

other than syphilis. It was found that at tho time there wore no suoh

samples available* laboratory work was stopped at tho end of May, to

bo resumed In July,

On the resumption of work moro enquiries wore made as to a possi¬

ble source of diseased, non-syphilitic spinal fluids* Tho State Board

of Health laboratory gave the only enoouraging reply. They stated

that any suoh fluido would be raved for our testing* The fluids wore

not «hipped for fear of eontsmlsatioi,

Anticipating the test work to be done at Jacksonville, an

examination was node of the VCl}t solutions in the laboratory* A black

precipitate was found to have formed in each one* This say have been

due to the heat, or eoatnot with the rubber In the «topper* The solu¬

tions hod been left In an upright position and had been overturned acci¬

dentally at some time in the muster* The precipitate was filtered out

of one of the solutions of half-saturated TGI}, and the solution

analysed for vanadium content.

Whereas the solution had originally contained 13*9U g* VCl}, per

liter, the aoneentratian was now found to b# 15*25 R* P«r liter. In

order to make a solution the concentration of the sensitive dilution

(lJ&lO g# per liter), 0«*& ml# of this solution were made up to 5 ml.

This solution was allowed to oxidise for sensitisation use in the work

to be done later.
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Allowing the State Board of Health a week in which to save seat»

plea, a trip was made to their laboratory to tost thorn. On arrival

it taras found that seventeen spinal fluids had been saved. These

were non-syphilitic steeples which had been sent in for Ashn. Eagle,

quantitative protein and globulin determinations.

A sensitive dilution of vanadium was prepared, using one ml.

of the solution prepared a week previously to sensitise five ml. of

the freshly made dilution* Is order to check this solution for sensi¬

tivity, three Kahn positive and three Kahn negative samples were

tested. All gave perfect confirmatory reactions.

The seventeen special samples were them run and each gave a

negative vanadium test, four of these fluids had exosss globulin con¬

tent reported to the physician attending the ease.

At this point laboratory work was stopped. It wss felt that the

test was ready for hospital work of a routine nature. Only by such

work can the true worth of ary test be established.
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THE PKEPAiUTION OP A SSWSITIVK VAHAJDIUM SOLUTION
POR SYPHILIS DETECTION IN SPINAL FLUIDS

Vanadium tetrachloride, C*P*, solid is first troatod with dry

chlorine gas and mild heat for one to two hours* The solid material

resulting is leashed with water to yisld a blue solution* If 2 grams

are used as starting material* 50 ml* of water is sufficient for

leaching* The solution is analysed for vanadium content and diluted

to give a concentration of vanadium corresponding to 13-H* grass of

VCl^ per liter* This solution is allowed to age for one week*

After aging the solution* it is oolorimetrleally analysed for

vanadium as VCljj. Prepare 5-6 ml* of a dilution containing 1*14*10
+ 3/S grams of VCl|, per liter and allow this to age until a yellow solu¬
tion results* To hasten this reaotion of oxidation one drop of HpOg

may be used*

Prepare 10 ml* of fresh dilution containing 1*14*10 grams of VCl^

per liter* Secure several weakly Kahn positive spinal fluids and Kahn

negative spinal fluids. Divide the fresh dilution into 5 equal parts*

and to eaoh part add a known volume of the yellow* aged solution

which has the seme vanadium content. The amounts added should give

volume ratios of fresh dilution to old dilution of 5/3*9* 5/3*99»

9/U 5A*°5 «ad 5/M*
Each of these mixtures is tested with the spinal fluids in the

following manner* Place 0*1 ml* of the spinal fluid on a microscope

slide and beside it* but not in contact with it* place an equal volume
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of the mixturo. The two solutions oro mixed with a small gloss rod

end observed under the low power of the microscope.

To each slide on which is deposited a floeoulent precipitate is

added 0*2 tal. of distilled water. At the end of a minute each of

these slides is again observed.

Of the mixtures of fresh and old vanadium dilutions, one should

give a very sensitive reaction, differentiating the Kahn positive

epinal fluids by flocculation from the %hn negative spinal fluids

which do not flocculate.

The pH of the sensitive mixture should be 2.6-2.7* The ratio of

dilutions which is most sensitive may be used for at least a month

without being re-determined. The more concentrated solution (13-11*

g. VCl|t per liter) should be stable for three to six months if kept

tightly stoppered and in a oool place. Rubber is not recommended for

stoppering vanadium solutions» it has some catalytic properties for

their oxidation apparently.
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TABLE I

THE RESULTS OF V01* AMD %8r*©**»« REACTIONS
OH SPIHAL FLUIDS

1pffiTfCTT~
!f?l.l.PÉ® ....

ftassemsim
reaction

**liT
reaction ... ...JWHULtri«»...

1 (fooled) +\ 4 4
8 (pooled) *»

8 4»* «4 ** 4*’ •4

4 4* 4 * * 4
3 ** ! » «4

6 «* 1 4# •

7 » ** «*

a T* w 4
8 T ** 4
10 T «* 4
11 T 4°
12 T 4 4 4 4

13 4 4 4
14 ♦ 4 4

IS 4 4 4
IS 4 4 4

17 «* 44 m

• 18 a* ** ±±
ID ** 4*

£0 * Í ** 44

£1 f 4 4
T m •

£3 T 4 ± Jt
24 T ** 4*

£3 4 4 4

£S 4 4 4

£7 4 "■■• 4 4

m 4 ;' . 4 4

£9 4 4 4

30 4 4 4

*+ a syphilitic, *&ssersaaa» positive#
•- « no»-syphilitic, wg^swnaami negative*
aMultiple teste, mt a ol$n of strength of reaction.
*T a treated syphilitic, Waecemaan negative.

« doubtful.
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TABUS I (ÜOHTISÜBD)
79

áplual' jSbáüT"
ñmifeuatesaL

ItaEh' TSXT
■Xoaotlon reaction.

werr***K»0r»07
potion.

63
64 T

as

«a

66 T ■f
66 T «a

67 T ♦ 4
08 T 4
60 T 4a 4

70 T ¿¿

71 ♦ ♦
7£ 4 + 4
76 ♦ ♦
74 4 ♦
76 4 4 4
76 4 4-
77 4 4
78 ♦ 4

79

Sklrsaeni S
«»■ striSr^spitai

raECtion
** a* 4»

80 a» m a*

81 «a m a*

88 gold sol a 4 4

83 + 4 4
84 4 4
85 ♦ 4

86 ♦ > ' *. 4
87 4 4

86 + 4 4
88 ♦ 4
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TABLE II

RESULTS OF VG1« AS» ^Of*O«r*BSi0* REACTI0H3 «XT8 SFXJtAL
fluids shoots aosisg effect o» 1/2 saturated vex*

Spinal' f^uidt Weasemann Vifr* reaction ktOP»Or'^,
JKiJMt. jMftiL,jamaiaeL

90 ** m m we

91 <m m «*

98 ee - 4# «*

93 • m «4

94 «* 4 m m <|# «P

96 «* m • a#

96 a* m ep m

97 •» r 1* m

98
'

T not
i .'••?*- >

99 T run *
■ i -

H*

100 T • 4 4

101 T » «p» HP

108 T 4 4

103 T . *# «# ■

104 T # 4 £
105 T • 4 £

106

Kahn
reaction

♦ 4 4 4

107 4 4 4 4
108 4 4 4 4
109 4 m 4 4 44 4

no 4 m ** * 4

in 4 4 4 4

118 4 4 4 4

ns 4 4 4 4

114

Single fluid
from St# Luke#

laaeermsm
4 4 4 4

1Humbers 109 and 1X0 would bo reportad as doubtful#
the resetIona being so uncertain and weak#
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TABLE III

RESULTS OF TO* ABB J^C*e0T-H80* REACTIOHS
WITH SPIRAL PLtTCDS

SpiiMÜ'Bm rir '" l«MÍÜÜDñ " 'Wx^ ',r‘hg¿<^07-M6*

SMgraent 7
US «# <*»> <*

na m •*

117 ** •a m

na ■rt* 44 m

119 «é¡

120 **

121 m «r

188 - «o

123 T m

184 T 4

183 T «

126 T 4

127 T
188 T 4
129 T 4

130 T -

131 4- 4 4

132 4 4

133 4 4

134 4 4
135 4 4 4

13© 4 4

137 4 4 4

138 4 4

Shiment 8

Sáfen
reaction

13© 4* m not ran
140 m » hereafter
141 44 m *

142 m 4* *

143 m m #

144 44 m •

145 m m *

146 «*• M4 #



TASUá XII (COHTIHOED)

Spinal fluid lialün V01* «.aOraOrvoo»
»aiBBl9 «a*ar rocotlon ruaotlon raaotlon

147 iyi (Ooatnwoa)
4» *

140 ir * *

140 T 4 •

150 T • *

151 T 4 •

15B T m •

155 T •m #

154 f m «

158 4 4- *

156 4 + •

157 4* 4 #

158 4 4 •

159 4 4 *

160 4 4 •

161 4 4 •

im ♦ 4 ♦
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TABLE IV

RESULTS OF VOX* REACTIONS WITH SPIRAL FLUIDS* SHOWISO
pH ASD COMPOSITION OF PRECIPITATE IF FORMED

Spinal finid
«NKtita. nwabar...

Ha mr
resetIon

“asr**-
pa Precipítate

163
afea»..?

** m 6*7
164 m :■ «*• 5*0 •»

165 vs m 6*0 as

166 > SÜ.. vs 6*0 m

167 m V» 5,7 «•

168 « ** 3.9 vs

169 4 m • 5,9 *»

170
■“■ ' • ', • J
vs 5*7 •

171 - * #** »

172 - m 6*0 -

173 T X **# 4*
174 T m * * *

175 T m 5,7 as

176 T m
* ** 41*

177 T m 5.7 •m

178 T as 3,9 m

179 T V* 3.9 VS

180 +
'

4- # * , globulin +
181 4» * • #» globulin 4
18£ 4 4- , • * 4

183 + 4 *** globulin 4

184 ** *a 6,1 m

183 6*0 m

186 V* «* 6*0 as

187 '

a* a# 3*7 as

188 - » 6,0 as

189 «* vs 6*0 as

190 «* 4# 5*9 m

191 vs m 5*95 v*

192 ¥* ** , vs

193 vs 4V 3,8 «4

194 • V* 8.0 4,

19© «V ** 6*15 VS

^Fluids la very bel shape on roeoipt.



table iv (Gomimrn)

Ipinci Huid
seraalt numbs*1

. ..reaction reaction
pi Precipitate

196 Mpaa?-M ■„ L%>tttlnu041
** #»• m

197 T e* * * * m

im f «* 5*85 *+

im ¥ m 6*0 m

POO f £ 3*3
£01 f m 5*9

nm 4 4 6*3 globulin 4
£03 4 4 6.1 globulin 4
5504 4 4 6*0 ^.obulin 4
£05 4 4

Shimant 11

* * * not run

£06 «* m 6.0 ee

£07 m 6*1 -

£08 ■** s* 5*6 m

£09 ** 5.95 m

£10 •# m 5*85 *P

£11 «M m •

£12 4* ■ m *#♦ *

£13 «*> *» 5*8 «*

£14 T 4 5.7 globulin 4
£15 T m 5*9 m

£16 ¥ m 6*8 »

517 ¥ m 5*9 m

£18 T as 5*7 «•

£19 T m 5*8 »

£20 T 4 6*8 globulin 4 V
£21 JP 4 6*0 globulin 4 V

£28 4 4 5*3 globulin 4 V
: £3 4 4 6*3 globulin 4 V
£24 4 4 5*9 globulin 4 V
£25 4 4 6.8 globulin 4 V
&£• 4 4 ,6.6 globulin 4 V
a 7 4 4 5*9 globulin 4 V
£88 4 4 ♦ * *

£29 4 4- 5*7
'

globulin 4

llo floeeulat© could be get out for touting by aeons
of centrifuging*
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table iv (oomimm)

—~rar~—
—

eso
SkffttjRfwrfe It?

5.74* •» Mr

£81 «# + 5.7 globulin 4
2S2 «► m 5.8 48

ess •8 m 5*8 M> '

£84 *» 4» M «M»

ess • ■ft 3,0 *•

236 ** 8» 5*05 •#

257 «8 Mi 5*8 «*•

£38 T «4 3.95 «M

£39 T ♦ 5*6 not osntrifugod
£40 T ♦ *»• *

£41 T Mr * * * * *

£42 T 3*8 globulin 4
243 T •fr 5.3 globulin ♦
£44 T «1» • •. *

£45 f ♦ * * *

£40 + * »-* *

247 * ♦ 5.7 globulin ♦ 7
£48 3.1 4*

£49 •*■ + 6,0 globulin ♦
250 ♦ + @.l globulin ♦
£51 ♦ " ■ ♦ 6,1 globulin ♦
252 4* ♦ 6.9 globulin ♦
£53 * + .***. .«•**•**«••*
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table n

KSSQVSS OF VCl* KSACJXOHS OT SFXSAL ifcSISS,
i»'IW0 HEPROOTCXBILITt OF SOLtmCHTS

SpXaál fluM •W
JL

£70 m

£77 m

<*

£79 m

@00 m

£01 m

£0£
£03 «4

£04 V
£83 %'
£06 f
£87 T
£08 T
£89 f
m T
£91 T

£0£ 4

.£83 4

004 . 4

£93 * 4

893. ,

■ £97 ’■ ■
. . V ’ •■■4

£98 *

£99 4

iMzmmt is
300 m

301 m>

302 m>

303 m

304 m

303 m

■4
4
4
4

4

4
4
4

,■ :y
*Samples of this group m sub unkrouns*

44444444



TABLE VI (CCHTINIM»

IpKOCTT a®lm ■rar~~“nra;

303
30?
308
309
310
311
312

g&toasRfc
m m m

m ■** m

313 T
314 T
318 T
310 T
31? T
SIS T
319 T
320 T
321 T

322
323

♦

♦
•f
■f

+

4*
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TABLE TO

TUB TO* HBAOTIOH WITH SPIRAL FLUIDS FROM
mrnrnm diseases

BCTT “
number

Kahn TO* tw

524* ♦ * »•«*
32S* 4 ♦
ses* 4 ♦ 8

»**

327* * 40

3E8* 6* m ...*
389* OS m *#*6
330 4» m m

331 '** m ♦
532 m m m

333 m SO <m

334 m OS m

333 «* «*> 4»

336 m 4» ♦
337 ■m ♦ m

338 m> * m

m m

340 m 4»

341 m 0» ♦
342 4* 40 4»

343 m m so

344 m m ' ♦
343 m so <*

346 m «P #>

*3yphUitie m& aon^sypkUitie series used to
test sensitivity of TO* dilution*
*Hot reported at tine of testing*
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TABLE VIII

StMMáHX OF TABULATED RJSStJLTS KIWI ScCPaO,-®»» REACTIONS

Antigenic negatives, non-syphilitic ............... 55 X

Antigenic positives, syphilitic.................... 38 X

Antigenic negativas, treated, syphilitic............ %7 Z

Total spinal fluids tested «ifch K*CrR0*.......... .^IsSST^

S*Qr*Q* results with X. S ♦, 1 ♦

Percentage disagreement.................... absolute » 8*6£

E»CrcQ? results with X* ........ ...... 38 +

Percentage disagreement * * **................ absolute «. o .00#

SaCSpaO^ results with <S« • a , »•*««.•»». i.*.»•«* 3 -> 15 +, *?

Percentage dlaagreessont..... absolute » 81*5#
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TABLE XX

SOWAR* OF TAmAT'EÍ) RE30LTS ITH VC1* HHACflOKS

Total Pfassemcnn end Kahn positivo,
syphilitic spinal fluid samples * 100 A

Tot al Aassermarm and Eaten negative,
non-syphilitic spinal fluid samples *•»«*.«.,.•••* 145 B

Total Wasseiutfm end Kahn negative,
treaood syphilitic spinal fluid samples. ....... 101 C

Total number of samples .“‘oieT

■vCl* results TilthA.$© +, © ^

Percentage disagree:¡ont Absolute »
Hoistive *s

VCl* results with B...................... 143 -, £ 4

Percentage disagreement ....... Absolute » 1.4$
Relative » 1 »4£>

VCI4 results with £ ea 35 ♦, 5+

Percentage disagreement*......... ...» Absolute ® 38.9#
Relative ® 39*9$

1Bacterio present.
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TJÜSLS X

mmmt of tasólas results oh the ps of
m voi4-spxjíal flciü mm¡m&

Total pS doteroinAtiona...... ........ 70

Arithmetic 6*9 pH
units

Average deviation of & single measurement....... 0,15 pH
imita

Probable error of a single measurement ..... 0.1S pH
units

Probable error of the mean....... 0*016 pE
units

.reolpttttta»
'■
v>- , 'y "’ i , ' V ,í

Total precipitates oarained 64

Precipitates behaving as globulin (solubility}•« 64

Precipitates examined for vanadium*............. 9

Precipitates found to contain vanadium...••••«** 9

Additional precipitates examined for
vanadium by fusion*....*..*.*.,...*........., 6

Precipitates found to contain vanadium
by fusion*.. 6

^Colorimetric qualitative method used.
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mmLn of ahai^íhs' ofm vox* soxmoiw

The color!->etrte method making use of sulfuric ©cid
ana' thro© percent hydrogen peroxide w»e need. The color
standard® «ere mede from a pure sample of irnmnlum
mota-vaasdote*

riginal sensitive solution*.»* (X) 1*44X0 grasas VC1*A*
(g) 1.4410 gr©me ¥C1*/1*
(5) 1.3040 grams VC1*A*
(4) 1.4410 grass* VC1*A*

Results of the analysis of solution after the com¬
pletion of tests and rosioval of precipitate fey the
centrifuge *

Stssnle A... ♦ . {1} 0.0750 gF«aa VC1*A*
(2) 0.6750 grans VC1*A*

Sample B U) 0.0070 grama VCl*/!.
(2Í 0.6750 grms VC1*A.

By straight dilution these solutions should hare a
vanadium content of 0.7B08 grans ¥01* per liter* She dif-
fcreme la due to the adsorption by the flocculate*

««suits of the vanadium analysis of the new solution
prepared, and of half-saturated V01*i

Hew solution. (1) £1.38 greens ¥01*A*
(») £1.38 gram# ¥01*/1.

Half-saturated VOX* (1) 13.945 grams VC1*/1.
(£) 13.045 grams VC1*A-

Results of the vanadium analysis of sensitive dilution
prepared from now end old half-saturated stock solutions*

From new solution (X)*.........*il) 1.4410 grams VC1*A*
(2) 1.4410 grams ¥G1*A*

Fro® old solution Of)**. ««.(1) 1.4410 grams VC&*A*



T&MM 3a icomxmm)

Results of pH deteminatlons on (X) sad (¥) from
the preceding seetlont

pH found on (X)MtiM * 2.80

pH found on it) .......... 2.68

Eo@u3.to on analysis of holf~saturat®& solution
after It hod boon in eonfcoet with rubber*

*

Frovious analysis

Hew analysis..*..

15.948 grcsas VC1*/1

15.250 grans VC1*A
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The reaction of equal volume* of 2*5/» potassium dichromate*
I ' \

It100 nltrlo acid and spinal fluid has been studied* This resemblas

the reaction of Taocono (109, 110}* The sensitivity of the di*

chromate solution is increased with «ge* The nitric sold solution

varied in strength with age* Mew solutions must be made up for each

series of detominations* With 8*6gS of the &ahn negative, non»

syphilitic spinal fluids there is a positive reaction by this method*

If the solution strengths are varied to do away with these false posi¬

tive reactions, the Malm positive, syphilitic spinal fluids do not all

give positive dichromate reactions*

With the diehrcoata method a groat many positive syphilitic fluids

do not give consistent results* In sons tests there are observed

granulas and no flocoulation* If the test be repeated flocculation is

as likely to take piase as granule formation* Granules arc apt to

appear in negative non-syphilitic spinal fluids* In the same manner,

there are apt to be a groat many vary weak positive reaction*! these

are judged to be doubtful*

In line with the work of Prunell (113), it appears that this id

a test for globulin and albumin in certain ratios* Mo attempt was made

to verify this, the main part of this investigation being occupied by

work on vanadium compounds. There is no difference in the flocculation

which result# from different fluids, as Taoemte claimed* *# may
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report that the us» of diohrotvate and nitric acid id not of impor¬

tance In 'tee diagnosis of syphilis* Hoither Is it of any particular

value in following the course of treatment»

hith respect to an aqueous solution of vanadium tetrachloride,

ire are able to moke several statements. A solution containing around

13 grans of VC lit P°r litsr has a definite sensitivity toward the glo¬

bulins of syphilitic spinal fluids if it is dilutsd to lJbUlO grams

per liter and partially oxidised. The solution containing 13 graos

per liter is slowly oxidised by atmospheric oxygen. Poly-vanadio

acids result from this oxidation. This solution has a definite tins

of mixing which leads to ssnsitivity and not the foraation of vanadio

acid of definite partióle sise, sinos most of the oxidised vanadium

is formed after dilution to a concentration of 1*14*10 g. VC1}¡ per

liter.

The partially oxidised solution of vanadiusi tetrachloride content

corresponding to l*l*UlO grams per liter Bust be nade from the solution

with a content of 13 grams VCl^ per liter* The oxidation may be
carried out In either of two methods. By standing with atmospheric

oxygon over It for twelve hours, the content of pentavalent vanadium

is raised to the proper level. A more rapid method, and more satis¬

factory method, consists of allowing a solution with vanadium tetra¬

chloride content equal to 1*14*10 grams per liter to go completely to

the pentavalont state* A definite volume Is then added from this solu¬

tion to a definite volume of freshly wade solution having the same

vanadium content, in this way a sensitive solution results without
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the wait for partial oxidation to talco place.

This sensitive dilution contains polyvaaedio aoids of the type

%V6°17* hydrogen ions, chloride ions, and a vanadyl ion (V0++). This
latter ion is not named in the literature. All VO ions, regardless

of charge, are called vanadyl, ~ous being added to ahow monovalence

and «le being added to ahow trivalonee. The divalent form which

arises by hydrolysis of the tetrachloride is left with no convenient

suffix.

If equal volumes of the sensitive solution of vanadium compounds

and spinal fluid are mixed, there is a precipitation of globulin when

syphilis is present. A volume of water equal to the total volume on

the slide is added to eliminate hypor-alfeuminosls. This globulin is

precipitated at a pH of 5*9* This pH value is much higher than that

found by Boyland (267}.with mixtures of vanadio acid and pure globulins,

or globulins protected by albumins.

By an inapeotion of the works of Moore (87) and Kahn (102) it is
seen that there must be some specific globulins produced by the

disease syphilis. These globulins apparently take the place of the

normal globulins. This is the only explanation for the disappearance

of excess globulin and continued positive »fassermann and Kahn

reactions after an inadequate course of treatment for neurosyphilis.

Boyland found that the only means of explaining the reaction of globu¬

lin and vanadio acid in the presence of albumin was to postulate a

possible specificity. We have shown that this speoifiolty goes even
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further* Only certain of the globulins are capable of being pre¬

cipitated.

The only doubtful results obtained with Kahn positive,

syphilitic spinal fluids occurred when bacterial contamination was

present, or some other agent had caused an almost complete floccu¬

lation of all the protein present* These aro noted in shipment six*

All save one of the doubtful reactions obtained with vanadium tetra¬

chloride solution came in this one shipment* Of the twenty-four

ampies, sixteen were In very bad shape* Four doubtful reactions

occurred with treated fluids of class XI*

We may say that this reaction is more sensitive in the de¬

tection of certain globulins than the Kahn or Wasseraaim reactions.

This is brought out clearly by a study of the results under the

class IX fluids* It may be that a group of globulins is generated by

syphilitic infection and that we arc testing for any one of this group.

Thus the specific globulin responsible for the Kahn test may dis¬

appear first, in which ease we are getting results because of non¬

specific globulin* It Is also possible that there is seme change in

the lipoid content of the spinal fluid which makes globulins more

easily prcclpitatable* The main part of the evidence points to the

fact that there are specific globulins, however*

The logical conclusion Is that the use of vanadium tetrachloride

in the following of treatment is indicated. Once nsurosyphills has

been diagnosed by a standard, proven diagnostic teat, the vanadium
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solution «rill follow the globulins formed. The vanadium reaction may

maain peaitlvo longer than the Kahn or iiaeserwarm reaction*, and nay

indicate isuoh concerning the treatment’• course* The reaction is maeh

simpler to carry out than either of the standard methods commonly

used*

The diseases of hyperalbuninosis are not apt to gire false re¬

actions* the albumin would be soluble in the eater which is added to

the precipitate. The reaction may hate some value for this* but it

is doubtful. For too great a eg* percent of albumin would necessarily

haw to be present* «any diseases which camonly produce hyperglebu-

littosis may Interfere* Two false positive reactions are found in the

122 Kahn and %eeerjaann negative spinal fluids received from the State

Hospital* These were all frota insane patients* Some forms of

insanity are known to produce excess globulin* notable is dementia

praeeox* This increase in globulin Is not in any way specific, only

occurring in como oases* The taro false positives may be due to an

excess globulin produced by a fora of insanity*

The first of these false positives was found with fluid number 32

and may have been a fault in technique. The second gave globulin at the

proper pH and was a true positive vanadium reaction. A mistake in the

handling of the fluids prior to shipment is hardly possible* but may

also be considered. The solubility of the first precipitate (number £2)

in water was not determined and it may have been as excess albumin as

well as excess globulin* or specific globulin.
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the relativo agreement of the venadltsa reaction with the Kahn

reaction (based en olese I aatí III fluids onjy) is 99*2^. The abso¬

lute agreement is lie propose that this is a sensitive test

for certain globulins found In syphilitic spinal fluids*

With regard to other conditions producing excess globulin in

the spinal fluid, little has been determined. The work of Borland

(167) shows that vua&dio acid ie more or less specif!e for certain

globulins* the work of ííeri (268) goes even further In showing there

is a tendency for -vanadio «old to be specific for syphilis globulins,

but without aay sensitivity whatsoever*

We can stake definitely that every ease which sheers globulin in

excess of the normal will not give a positive vanadium reaction* It
is Impossible for us to state tbs offset of various diseases on the

test* The samples examined at the State Board of Health have no hist¬

ory attached* The attending physician rarely inferas ti» laboratory

of the diagnosis*

Koore* Eagle and Mohr (172) point out clearly the facts on falsa

diagnosis of syphilis» Very little critical work has been done in the

field and a wide opening for further research exists*
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SUiaiARY OF CQSCLUSIOHS

1» The reaction of potass!xm dichromate and nitric acid solu¬

tions on syphilitic and non-syphilitic spinal fluids has boon investi¬

gated* It 1b judged that this reaction is too unpredictable to be of

use in tbs diagnosis of syphilis or tbs following of syphilitic

treatment*

2* The reaction of an aqueous solution of vanadium tetra¬

chloride with syphilitic and non-syphilitic spinal fluids has bom

investigated* It has shown definite value for the following of

syphilitic treatment* The action of vanadium solutions prepared is

the manner given is specific in a great degree for the globulins of

syphilis* tittle Is known, or can be found out with regard to the

effect of other diseases on the vanadium test* It is reasonable to

assume that any condition causing a great exeess of globulin would yield

a positive reaction* This would occur with almost any metal salt one

happened to choose*

3f* The reaction Is that of a reproducible solution and is ready

for evaluation In actual hospital practice* It may be a much surer

test for syphllltio globulin than any proposed to date*

4. We may say that this is not intended for a diagnostic test*

but that if the blood test is positive in the secondary stages* this

will surely shew neurosyphilis as scon as the Kahn test* Perhaps the

VCljft reaction will show turnroayphi11s sooner* since non-specific
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globulina appear before the 8peai.fio ones. The solution should be

of certain use in suoh eases*
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